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EXT. HAWAIIAN SUGAR PLANTATION - DAY

From across a jungle gorge, as HEAD TITLES ROLL, we’re 
looking from a distance, through the oval of a hand-held 
telescope - at a run-down Hawaiian sugar-cane plantation - 
barns, corrals, worker's shacks, smoke-stack and refinery.

The telescope POV zooms in on a large old colonial-style 
house and overgrown gardens -



The sound of simple live Hawaiian music can be heard -



EXT. EXPANSIVE BACK YARD



In the back yard, we see a big luau/barbecue being prepared, 
with Filipino and Hawaiian help preparing picnic tables, 
flower arrangements, pit-roast pig etc. 

A 17-year-old, hauntingly-beautiful girl - REBECCA - comes 
walking out of the house toward the picnic tables, carrying 
two large pitchers. She tosses her long dark hair and laughs 
lightly about something with the household help. 

The telescope scans her shapely body, lingering on her legs 
and then rising to her breasts, then her face -

CUT TO:



EXT. A HILLTOP ACROSS A LAGOON AND RIVER

A middle-aged man, GATLIN MCGRABBIN (physically powerful, 
dominated by raw masculine impulses) is looking through a hi-
power portable telescope placed on his pickup hood.

As HEAD TITLES END, Gatlin takes his eye from the telescope - 
shakes his head.



GATLIN



(muttering)



God - Rebecca. What do you expect 
me to do, just go jump off the 
cliff?



The SOUND of a JET overhead catches his attention and he 
glances at his watch, then looks up -



GATLIN



(to himself)



Ah, Mickey’s flight!
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EXT. BACK YARD AT PLANTATION HOUSE



REBECCA likewise hears the sound of the JET, looks to her own 
watch, then looks up - her expression suddenly animated.



INT. PASSENGER JET

A young man, 19 or so, MICHAEL MCGRABBIN (slender, handsome, 
inward-tuned) is sitting in his jet seat, practice keyboard 
in his lap. He looks down at the island below.



EXT. BACK YARD

Still looking up at the descending jet, REBECCA puts a hand 
over her breast, caught in a moment of passion - 

Excited, she goes running away from the party preparations, 
down through tropical woods alongside a private lagoon.



The sound of surf and birds overwhelm the Hawaiian music -
then we begin to hear a strong young male voice intoning a 
traditional Hawaiian chant.

EXT. TROPICAL WOODS BESIDE THE LAGOON



REBECCA comes to a stop, standing in lush jungle, looking 
through trees toward the chanting.



We see overgrown stone walls - an old Hawaiian settlement 
reduced to abandoned half-wall ruins.



EXT. HAWAIIAN RUINS



A solitary, sincere young Hawaiian man, wearing shorts, long 
black hair - LOKOKANI - is performing an ancient native 
ritual with total mastery.

He makes a dramatic dance move - and the shot becomes 
visually aglow, showing the dancer in a transformed 
environment -

EXT. SAME PLACE, BACK IN 1897



In a FLASHBACK, we see rapid-shifting, live-action images of 
these same ruins as they looked over a hundred years ago - 
with twenty native Hawaiian huts, well-tended taro patches, 
and the Polynesian canoes of a traditional Hawaiian village.
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LOKOKANI is dancing ceremoniously with half a dozen other 
men, while maybe 50 adults and children stand watching, or 
continue with their communal activities -

Suddenly a bunch of drunk HIRED HANDS from the adjoining 
sugar plantation come busting in upon the peaceful scene. 
Brandishing guns and torches, they roughly chase the native 
inhabitants off -

We see graves being looted - Hawaiian artifacts loaded onto a 
wagon and hauled away -

The great wooden FIGURINE of the Hawaiian shark god in front 
of the native temple, is purposely torched.



EXT. RUINS - PRESENT MOMENT

Back on REBECCA’S FACE in the present moment - she looks 
stunned by the historic vision she's just experienced. 



She gazes vaguely at LOKOKANI. He has stopped dancing, and 
stands staring intently at REBECCA.

Birds chirp, the sound of the surf is rhythmic, soothing. We 
begin to HEAR the sound of a BULLDOZER. 

Lokokani looks up in the direction of the sound.



CUT TO:



EXT. ACROSS THE LAGOON

On the OTHER SIDE of the wide lagoon, and up a steep hill 
also terraced here and there with overgrown ruins, we see a 
big D8 BULLDOZER coming to a halt, high up above and to the 
north of the ruins. The engine sound drops to a low diesel 
roar.



EXT. TOP OF HILL



A PICKUP drives along a dirt road, comes to a stop a hundred 
feet up above the bulldozer, GATLIN at the wheel.

He stops the pickup and gets out - stands looking down over 
the beach and lagoon without seeing Rebecca and Lokokani on 
the other side. There's genuine conflict in his expression.

He makes up his mind about something - takes off walking fast 
down toward the awaiting bulldozer - jumps up onto the Cat to 
talk with the DRIVER.
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GATLIN



(with authority)



OK, gimme an easy grade, something 
we can drive down 4-wheel - my 
wife, you know, her bum knee and 
all. Let’s give her a surprise.

The DRIVER, a local Hawaiian, is hesitant about the job.



DRIVER



But so close to those ruins down 
there, no permit or anything -



GATLIN



(off-hand)
Hey, there's acres of ruins, one 
little road isn’t gonna hurt 
anything, this is just terraces 
over here anyway, not graves. My 
wife deserves to come down to her 
own beach, for Christ’s sake. 



Gatlin jumps off the Cat and walks away. 

The bulldozer driver pulls out a whiskey bottle and takes a 
drink - then guns the bulldozer engine. Down goes the blade -

CUT TO:



EXT. BELOW IN THE RUINS BY THE LAGOON



From across the lagoon, LOKOKANI and REBECCA are standing 
side by side, staring aghast at what's happening.

Lokokani shouts into the din of the engine -

LOKOKANI
Hey, what - you can’t do that!



The crashing sound of the bulldozer blade plowing into rock 
ruins obliterates his voice.



Frantic, Lokokani dives into the lagoon, swims across - 



CUT TO:



EXT. TOP OF HILL, AT GATLIN'S PICKUP

GATLIN walks up to his pickup - turns to watch the bulldozer 
working a moment - then gets into his pickup.
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LOKOKANI comes running up to the pickup - grabs and opens 
Gatlin's door.

LOKOKANI
(enraged)

Damn you, Gatlin  - stop that 
dozer, you got no right -



GATLIN



(remaining calm)



Off my case, Loko, I'm staying way 
to the north of your sacred ruins - 
anyway that's my land, all this 
side of the lagoon.



FLASHBACK:

We see another very short FLASHBACK to the original 
desecration of this area -

END FLASHBACK:

EXT. PICKUP ABOVE BULLDOZER

GATLIN and LOKOKANI watch the CAT make a turn that heads 
toward graves hidden under hao bush, pushing aside large 
stones and rock structures -



LOKOKANI
(panicking)



Stop him, he's headed straight for 
a grave site!

GATLIN



(losing patience)



Ease up -

Lokokani reaches into the cab and grabs Gatlin's shoulder 
menacingly - we see Gatlin react, reach for a pistol -



The bulldozer noise stops. 

Gatlin comes out of the pickup - both he and Lokokani hurry 
down to see what's happened.



CUT TO:



EXT. SIDE OF DOZER

The DRIVER comes down fast off the dozer.
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DRIVER



(wildly)



I just wiped out an entire Hawaiian 
family burial ground - we're in 
deep shit now. The spirits coming, 
I'm out’a here.



The driver looks guiltily at Lokokani - then takes off fast.

EXT. IN FRONT OF THE BULLDOZER



LOKOKANI runs around the bulldozer - skeletal remains of 
adults and children are strewn all around in the dirt, bones 
broken, skulls crushed. Sacred artifacts such as feathered 
capes, bowls, poi pounders are everywhere.

Lokokani sinks to his knees in tears of rage and loss.



GATLIN appears, grimaces - seriously shocked by the extent of 
the destruction.



GATLIN



Oh shit, I had no idea. Now why’d 
this have to happen - goddamn!



Gatlin turns, walks quickly away.



Lokokani, mourning his disturbed ancestors, looks up at 
Gatlin’s disappearing back in acute anger -



DISSOLVE TO:



EXT. MAI ROAD LEAVING AIRPORT - HALF AN HOUR LATER

A JAGUAR sedan pulls out of the airport onto the main road. 

EXT. MAIN ROAD - TEN MINUTES LATER



The JAGUAR roars along the mostly-deserted road, with young 
MICHAEL MCGRABBIN staring out at the beauty of the island.

His mother, VANESSA - a slight British-bred woman, mid-
forties - is driving. She looks tensely at her son. He meets 
her eyes.



MICHAEL



(bright)



Hey Mom - great to be back.

She doesn't answer. Emotions cloud her face.
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MICHAEL



What is it? (Beat) Pops?



She tries to speak without getting emotional.

VANESSA



I so want this summer to be a happy 
family time - but yes, your father. 
He’s caught again, fighting all the 
McGrabbin family devils, and you 
know him, alcohol. I must tell you, 
Mickey, this time I’m at my 
absolute limits.



Michael doesn't respond. He stares at the passing scenery.

EXT. SIDE OF THE ROAD



We see a rather run-down but once-classy formal entrance go 
by. An old sign says: CROMME PLANTATION. Michael nods at the 
entrance.



MICHAEL



Uhm - so how’s Becky?



VANESSA



Oh, fine, fine. We haven’t seen her 
much recently. Your father’s 
fighting again with her father, 
over a new development project. But 
oh, she’s grown, so beautiful ...



CUT TO:



EXT. NEAR THE LAGOON



REBECCA is running fast up from the lagoon, her expression 
wild with shock and aggression -

INT. CROMME PLANTATION HOUSE - KITCHEN



REBECCA comes running inside the house, to where her mother 
GLENNA, is overseeing cooks preparing dishes for the party.

REBECCA



God, Mom - I could kill him! 



GLENNA



What happened, kill who?
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REBECCA



I can’t believe he - Gatlin! He’s a 
monster ...



Rebecca collapses into a chair, overwhelmed with feelings -

GLENNA



(shocked)
Oh no, he didn’t, you didn’t let 
him touch you - God, if you two’ve 
actually gone and - 



REBECCA



Mom!

GLENNA



Becky, he’s your father’s age - 
I’ve seen how you flirt with him 
every time - he’ll assume you want 
to -

REBECCA



Mom! Are you kidding, do you think 
I’d let him - 

GLENNA



Maybe to you it’s just flirting, 
but I know Gatlin, he’s - he’ll 
expect you to -



REBECCA



But I love Michael, not his father.

GLENNA



Then you’d better make sure you 
don’t lead that man on any further.

REBECCA



I haven’t led him anywhere. And 
what he’s done, it’s something far 
worse than if he’d kissed me - or 
whatever you’re imagining. It’s the 
lagoon, Mom, the graves, his 
bulldozer - that road he’s been 
threatening to make down to the 
beach.



GLENNA



(beat)
Oh no - he wouldn’t. 



REBECCA



He did - just now!
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GLENNA



What’s Vince going to say - his 
heart - and on his birthday too.

REBECCA



I’m afraid Lokokani’s going to kill 
Gatlin, he’s in a rage.

CUT TO:



EXT. DOWN THE BEACH TOWARD TOWN

LOKOKANI is moving fast along the rugged surf, hopping from 
one large volcanic rock the next. He stops - stares out to 
sea as if sensing something. 



He shouts loudly in Hawaiian - waits a moment -



Out to sea, we see the fin of a large SHARK cut the water.

A short FLASHBACK shows us the great wooden SHARK GOD at the 
old Hawaiian temple -



LOKOKANI
(mumbling threateningly)

Now we gobble them, gobble them ...

FADE TO:



EXT. THE MCGRABBIN SUGAR-CANE PLANTATION

A mile to the north of the Cromme plantation, some distance 
in from the ocean and separated from the Cromme’s by the 
river gorge and lagoon, we see an aerial shot of the 
McGrabbin PLANTATION HOUSE and barns -



The house itself looks remodeled and is well-landscaped - but 
from our long shot we can see that the sugar-cane fields 
around the house have been left to go fallow.

On the north end of the property, a high-end residential REAL 
ESTATE DEVELOPMENT is in progress, with twenty luxury houses 
being built -

EXT. MCGRABBIN HOUSE



As we ZOOM down to the house, the JAGUAR sedan drives up the 
long driveway, and parks at the house.
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INT. CAR

MICHAEL looks out the window at the big old house. VANESSA 
watches him.



MICHAEL



(reflectively)
Jeez -



VANESSA



What?

Michael shakes his head.



MICHAEL



It's a shock, somehow coming back. 
Compared to college, my friends' 
families - this is just totally 
some other world we have, out here.

They stare at each other.



EXT. FRONT OF HOUSE



Gatlin’s pickup comes driving up. He gets out, walks eagerly 
toward the other car. 

INT. JAGUAR



MICHAEL and VANESSA share a final look - then Michael goes 
into action, gets out of the car -



EXT. FRONT OF HOUSE



MICHAEL finds himself engulfed in a bear hug from GATLIN.



GATLIN



(gregarious - warm)
Shit, look at you - been too long, 
too long, Mickey. You gotta give up 
all that East Coast school shit.

Michael shrugs his shoulders.



GATLIN



Well if nothing else will, your 
Becky's gonna keep you home this 
time, I was talking to her 
yesterday - she's on fire for ya.
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MICHAEL



(a bit bashful)
Uhm, good.



GATLIN



Come on, take a jump in the pool, 
cool off before we head over to her 
place for the birthday - we gotta 
get going soon or we'll miss the 
cake. She’s expecting you - 
otherwise they wouldn’t have 
invited me, you can be sure.



Michael looks back and forth from his mother, who's standing 
apart, to his father.



A very old JAPANESE GARDENER comes walking up, bows formally 
to Michael - Michael bows formally back.

EXT. BACK OF JAGUAR



GATLIN takes Michael's suitcase out of the trunk. VANESSA 
comes over to him and he spontaneously reaches for her, 
kisses her.



She reacts - pushes away.



VANESSA



(harsh)



You’ve been drinking, you promised 
not to today - damn you!



Angry, she heads into the house.

Michael has seen this - he shakes his head unhappily.

FADE TO:



INT. MCGRABBIN HOUSE, UPSTAIRS BATHROOM



VANESSA is doing her make-up, her expression tense. 



In her mirror, she sees GATLIN come in behind her. 



VANESSA



(emotional)



I'd rather stay home if you’re 
drinking, I am not going at all 
with you if -

Gatlin looks eager to get along.
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GATLIN



(conciliatory)
Hey, two drinks max, I promise.

With tenderness, he comes up behind her, touches her bare 
shoulders - but she distastefully pushes his fingers away.

VANESSA



(rejecting)
Don't.



He turns, frustrated - stomps out of the room.



INT. LIVING ROOM - MCGRABBIN HOUSE



The large old room is full of elegant European heirlooms, 
fine furniture. 



Covering an entire wall is a collection of OLD PHOTOGRAPHS of 
the McGrabbin family, several generations born here in 
Hawaii, and also earlier ancestors posed back in Scotland.

GATLIN comes downstairs into the living room, frowns at the 
photos a moment, then goes over and pours himself a drink 
from the liquor cabinet. 



He turns at the sound of someone entering the house - there's 
MICHAEL with towel around him, wet from his swim. 

They eye each other, then Gatlin downs his drink.

GATLIN



(friendly/gruff)



Hey mate - get dressed, overtime to 
call on your beloved. What's the 
matter, you look pale - nervous 
about seeing Becky? Listen to me, 
don't let women get to you, they'll 
tear you apart inside - look at me.

Gatlin turns, pours another shot.



MICHAEL



Becky doesn't scare me.

GATLIN



Well if I was in your shoes, she'd 
have me melted right down.

He downs his drink, able to drink a lot and hold it well.



Michael heads for the stairs.
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(MORE)

GATLIN



(going on)
You don't know how lucky you are, 
to have the hottest female on this 
entire island so hot for you.



Michael pauses, turns around.



MICHAEL



Sounds like you’re the one in love 
with her.

GATLIN



Like every other red-blooded man on 
the island.



MICHAEL



Mom says her dad is mad as hell at 
you - that you've started some new 
development.



GATLIN



(defensive)



So I'm raising houses instead of 
cane - saving the McGrabbin 
holdings for you is what. Cane's 
suicide these days, Vince is crazy 
keeping cane going - end of an era 
is all. (Looks at his watch) Time 
to roll, get dressed, you drive if 
you want.

Michael shrugs his shoulders.



MICHAEL



Always fun to drive, dirt roads 
especially.



GATLIN



Really, Mickey, I gotta tell ya how 
good it is, have you home again. 
Your Momma’s been hell to live with 
recently.

MICHAEL



Well just maybe that’s because 
you’ve started drinking again.



GATLIN



(exploding)



Oh Goddamn, give me a break - a man 
drinks, that's his nature. 
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GATLIN(cont'd)
So I’m a McGrabbin, I like a buzz 
now and then - take me or leave me.

Michael tries to stay open, he shrugs his shoulders, makes 
his characteristic "whatever..." expression, turns and heads 
up the stairs.

Gatlin watches him - hears the SOUNDS of a CAR coming up the 
drive - goes out the front door to see who it is.

EXT. FRONT PORCH AND DRIVEWAY



A fancy RENTAL CAR comes fast into the driveway. 

A Japanese woman of about 30 - HUTI NISSIKO - gets hesitantly 
out of her car.



The GARDENER meets her eyes, and bows formally. She pauses, 
bows formally to him - then walks toward the house.



EXT. PORCH

GATLIN recognizes the Japanese woman and at first looks 
disturbed by her presence, vulnerable emotionally - then he 
turns hard, comes stomping impatiently down to face her.



EXT. GARDENS



GATLIN glances back over his shoulder at the house, worried - 
then squares off in front of HUTI.



GATLIN



Damnit Huti, I told you never to 
come here. Besides, no is no and 
that's that.



HUTI
(determined)



But you cannot so easily eliminate 
me, not after all the planning, the 
dreaming - my investors, they are 
now fully prepared, everything is 
in order. Gatlin, please - we had 
our agreement. And there is no 
other location. (intimately) You 
must not deny me this deepest 
desire, not after all we have known 
of each other’s dreams, each 
other’s -
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GATLIN



(struggling)



Hear me - it’s over - you picked 
the wrong guy, and the wrong island 
for your resort. I'll pay you back 
the money you’ve put in so far. 
It’s just too big an idea for me, 
that's all. And besides, finally 
I’ve woken up - it’d ruin the whole 
coast. I just can’t do it - sorry.



Huti eyes him hotly - Gatlin's face involuntarily softens.

EXT. PORCH

VANESSA appears thirty feet away, on the porch, and only 
partly hides her jealous feelings.



EXT. GARDENS



HUTI nails GATLIN with a final intense look - then spins and 
walks fast to her car.

MICHAEL comes out the front door - walks past his mother, 
down to his father.



GATLIN



(mumbling defensively)



Damn Japs - still think they won 
the war.

Michael eyes him.

MICHAEL



You don't mean that - why say it?



The rental car roars away and disappears.

Michael's in a hurry to take off.



MICHAEL



I'll get the Jeep.

He takes off at a jogger's pace toward the garage. His 
parents are left alone together.

VANESSA



(very stiff)



So - who was that?
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GATLIN



(gruff)



That architect I told you about, 
she won’t give up on buying Kapana 
Bay for her showpiece resort - no 
way!

VANESSA



You’ve been seeing her, I can tell.

GATLIN



Hey, no way.



Upset, Vanessa turns and walks down the steps toward the 
approaching Jeep sedan. 



INT. JEEP



GATLIN and VANESSA get in - MICHAEL drives off fast. 

FADE TO:



INT. APARTMENT BUILDING IN TOWN

In a small apartment, rundown but comfy, with Hawaiian 
Sovereignty posters on the walls, a Hawaiian woman - NALANI 
(25 yrs old, tense with emotion) is typing at her computer.

Her door bangs open and in comes LOKOKANI - half-wet, 
breathing hard.

Nalani comes over and into his arms - but he pushes back.



NALANI



(jolted)



Something's happened.



LOKOKANI
(wild)

It’s McGrabbin - bulldozed graves 
at the lagoon. You gotta get an 
article out on it, fast. Some 
photos too. Come with me, we’ll 
talk, I gotta find Grandfather.

FADE TO:
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EXT. DIRT ROAD BETWEEN MCGRABBIN AND CROMME PLANTATIONS



The JEEP takes a bumpy back road that goes across an old 
bridge over the river, and onto the adjoining Cromme 
plantation.



INT. JEEP



GATLIN and VANESSA are arguing hotly - Gatlin turned and 
leaning over the seat looking back at her -



VANESSA



I still say, you had no right - 
ever since I met you, you’ve been 
doing things that involve  both of 
us, without asking me.

GATLIN



(honestly)
But I just wanted to surprise you, 
open up the beach for you, your bad 
knee and all. Just one little path 
through all that tangle of rocks - 
how was I to know there’d be 
graves. (beat) I really was doing 
it for you. Honest.



Vanessa almost gives in - but then catches herself.



VANESSA



If you wanted to do something for 
me, you could have stayed away from 
alcohol, today of all days. And now 
Vince has to deal with what you’ve 
done - I hate you for that, Gatlin. 
I’m at my limits, I’m warning you.



Gatlin tries to stare her down - loses. He turns around to 
face forward again in the Jeep. When he turns his head to 
look to Michael, Michael just drives - fast.

FADE TO:



EXT. CROMME PLANTATION, BACKYARD GOLDFISH POND



We're moving underwater, surrounded by several giant Japanese 
goldfish swimming in a large old fish pond.



We swim up toward the surface, burst forth into air -
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And find REBECCA staring into the pond, lying on the lawn. 
The SOUND of voices talking and laughing is heard in the 
distance, along with the live Hawaiian music.

Rebecca whispers eagerly, bashfully, to the fish:

REBECCA



Michael's home . . .



She rolls onto her back on the lawn, her mood sensual as she 
remembers something -



FLASHBACK - SIX MONTHS AGO

REBECCA is with MICHAEL in his Jeep. They’re kissing with 
deep passion and full sexual engagement.

FLASHBACK ENDS

EXT. CROMME BACK LAWN



The SOUND of an approaching vehicle busts in on REBECCA and 
her romantic memory. She looks up, tense with excitement and 
a touch of youthful apprehension.



EXT. DRIVEWAY TO PLANTATION HOUSE



Michael's banged-up 4-wheel JEEP comes roaring into the 
parking area a little too fast, slides to a stop next to half 
a dozen cars already parked -



INT. THE JEEP

MICHAEL shrugs his shoulder.



MICHAEL



(lightly)
Oops, a bit fast there.

Michael gets out of the drivers seat.



EXT. CROMME FRONT YARD

REBECCA comes walking awkwardly toward MICHAEL. He's shy too - 
and she’s the first to let go her self-control, come running 
and give him an overt young-lover's hug.

She whispers in his ear -
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REBECCA



Mickey, ah - it was too long, too 
long...



She hugs him again - then steps back. Michael is speechless, 
gazing at her full-budded physical beauty.

GATLIN approaches Rebecca and Michael. He feels awkward, says 
half-playfully to his son, trying to keep things light -



GATLIN



Hey guy, what'd you do to deserve a 
girl like her?

Gatlin gives Rebecca a playful friendly smile, steps over to 
her for a hug too -



We see a very fast FLASHBACK to the grave desecration -



She pushes him angrily away from her -



REBECCA



How dare you - don't touch me!



GATLIN



(reacting)
What's the matter - 



REBECCA



I’ll hate you forever!

She turns and runs away - Gatlin looks devastated. Michael 
glares at his father - then follows after her.



A man about Gatlin’s age but gaunt, not looking well at all - 
VINCE CROMME, Rebecca’s father - is standing nearby, watching 
the whole thing, his expression pained.



Gatlin sees him, walks over to him awkwardly.

GATLIN



(to Vince)
Hey, listen, honest - we were way 
off from the ruins, how was I - I 
mean, it was going to be just a 
dumb footpath, for Vanessa, down to 
my own -

VINCE
(not forgiving)

But to bulldoze a graveyard -
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GATLIN



I tell you, I had the driver headed 
a hundred yards the other side!

Vince doesn’t give in - he stares Gatlin down.



Gatlin turns away and walks toward the house.

Vince stands there staring hard after him. VANESSA comes up 
beside him.



VANESSA



(defensive)



I'm so sorry - and on your 
birthday. He’s just not acceptable. 
I’ve had it with him.



VINCE
Typical Gatlin, ever since he was a 
kid. He’s too impulsive, always was 
- leaps without looking.



VANESSA



You must believe me - I had no 
idea. You’re looking pale, Vince - 
come, out of the sun with you.

They walk together in silence a moment, arm in arm.



VANESSA



Ah Vince, it’s been so difficult 
recently, especially not getting to 
see the two of you hardly at all, 
since that last blow-up. I thought 
maybe we'd finally make peace 
again, you and Gatlin. But now this 
has to happen.

VINCE
(accepting voice)



He’s been doing things like this to 
me since we were little kids. And I 
suppose, even this will heal. It 
seems we always forgive people we 
understand too well. But damn, this 
new outrage really makes me 
deepdown so angry.

EXT. HAWAIIAN VILLAGE, 1897

Again we see a quick FLASHBACK to the original looting of the 
graves down at the village by the lagoon. 
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Flames leap up - the beams of the temple burn with a hot 
flash of heat and light into the sky -



VINCE (VO)



Over a hundred years now, those 
McGrabbins have been desecrating 
sacred native ground - when’s it 
ever going to stop?



We go deeper and deeper into the flame  -

FADE TO:



INT. EXPENSIVE BEACHSIDE HOUSE



As we pull back, we're looking up close at a fancy cigarette 
lighter's flame -

HUTI is sitting in a contemporary living room, the ultimate 
hi-rent Hawaii spot. Sucking on her cigarette, her expression 
disturbed, she flips TV stations with total concentration.

Impatient, she turns off the TV, sits there totally still a 
moment. Her eyes close - she seems to go into meditative 
trance . . .



The phone rings - rings again. Her eyes open - she mutters in 
Japanese (English SUBTITLES throughout this scene):



HUTI
Ah - Father.



She picks up the phone and says softly, in Japanese -

HUTI
Hello, Father.

INT. LIVING ROOM IN JAPAN



Her FATHER is sitting in the family's ancient, luxuriant but  
small Japanese country estate - he's about sixty, in 
traditional robes but otherwise modern:

FATHER



You are home.

HUTI
No, far from home - and recently, 
so lonely.



FATHER



Ah - difficulties in the beginning.
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She's tense, emotional.

HUTI
I am ready to come home.



FATHER (VO)



You must remain loyal to your 
dream.



HUTI
But father - I have fallen in love.

FATHER



(after a pause)
Well then - you are in ultimate 
power.



HUTI
No, the opposite - I am so weak. 
(beat) I wish you were here.



FATHER



(stern)



You must not let go your vision.

She tries to pull herself together.

HUTI
(bravely)

Yes - well - I do as you insist.

They are silent together a moment.



FATHER



I have only called, to hear your 
voice. I say goodbye for now.



HUTI
Yes. Goodbye, Father.



She hangs up - staring gloomily into space.



Her eyes notice something in the room, and her expression 
shifts to a softer gaze -



She’s staring longingly at an intricate, beautiful scale 
model of an architecturally-brilliant resort complex designed 
to fit into the north end of Kapelo Bay, a hundred yards up 
the coast from the lagoon.

Huti walks over to the model, touches it lovingly -
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HUTI
(dreamily)

So real, the vision - why so much 
resistance to such overpowering, 
intrinsic beauty? Ah - Gatlin.



Her expression slowly shifts into a state of inner 
determination and certainty.



FADE TO:



EXT. BARBECUE IN BACK YARD - CROMME’S HOUSE



A glass of wine is being poured.

We move back on GATLIN pouring himself another - and on 
VANESSA giving him a judgmental glance.



There's about THIRTY PEOPLE at the informal gathering, 
sitting around a long table heaped with tasty island food.

The BAND sings with three-part harmonies on one of the old 
Hawaiian favorites. Everybody at the table SINGS along with 
the musicians - this is a big neighborly get-together.



The supervisor at the sugar mill, UMBERTO - part Portuguese, 
part Hawaiian - is at the table, with his full-blooded 
Hawaiian WIFE and four CHILDREN of various ages. An 
Episcopalian PRIEST sits eating beside them, across from 
VINCE. 



GATLIN is nearby, talking, laughing and drinking - socially 
awkward but unable to be quiet.

VANESSA is down a few seats beside GLENNA - they're talking 
in hushed tones.



VANESSA



But of course, it's an excellent 
proposal, and they do have every 
right - but what can I do, he sees 
it all so entirely different than 
you, or them - or me.



A few seats away, REBECCA and MICHAEL are side by side, 
glancing at each other with bashful eyes - she's gobbling 
food, he's hardly able to eat.



She glances over and watches Gatlin until he notices her. For 
a moment they stare into each other's eyes. He smiles a 
relatively innocent, hopeful smile.
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She reveals her ongoing attraction to him, through her 
spontaneous smile back. There's something private and intense 
in their eye contact for just a moment -

Then Rebecca remembers the bulldozer, reacts to his eager 
attention, makes a face at him -

He shrugs his shoulders apologetically, grins hopefully back. 
Someone says something to him, continuing a conversation - he 
turns his head distractedly.



Vince is talking to him seriously.



VINCE
(patiently)



You're not going to be able to just 
sluff this one off, Gatlin. Not 
since the time of your grandfather 
has there been such an overt 
plantation violation of that 
lagoon. The Hawaiians are going to 
be after you, and you deserve it.



GATLIN



Goddamnit, I didn't violate 
anything - I just made a little 
road down a little hill!



Vince glances for a moment to Rebecca, who's now listening 
hotly to the conversation - then back to Gatlin.



VINCE
(remaining calm)



Well you’ve certainly added fuel to 
the pressure for us both to accept 
what Lokokani and his group are 
proposing for the ruins - and if I 
were you, I’d immediately phone him 
and accept. Tell him that you and I 
will go down first thing in the 
morning, and sign the deed. Just 
maybe it’ll finally right at least 
some of the wrongs that have 
happened, in both our family names. 

GATLIN



(hotly)



That's what they always want - us 
to give and give and give and them 
to take take take.
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VINCE
Gatlin, you know in your heart - it 
was our own great-grandfolks who 
came over here and did the initial 
taking taking taking.



GATLIN



(reacting)
Hey, my family bought our place 
absolute fair and square. Locals 
who sold out way back then, that 
was their free legal choice - and 
it was as final as any other land 
sale on this planet.



Vince looks steadily into Gatlin's eyes until Gatlin looks 
away, turning to Umberto, Vince’s supervisor, who's been 
listening quietly.

GATLIN



Umberto, tell me - you've got a 
whole bunch of Hawaiian blood in 
you, you even married one. So are 
you expecting Vince here to just up 
and give away for nothing, that 
prime beach-front of the Cromme 
family's hard-earned land, you tell 
me now.

Umberto meets Vince's eyes, then speaks quietly to Gatlin.

UMBERTO



The past is gone - I let it pass. 
We have a good life.



Rebecca speaks up, unable to contain herself.

REBECCA



But that's not true - all the 
native Hawaiians living without 
land to call their own - this was 
all theirs a hundred years ago. 
Both our families, we had no right 
to take it. And now it’s up to us 
to correct the wrong - and ask for 
forgiveness.



There's a moment of silence following her words. Gatlin downs 
his drink, exasperated, glancing from here to there - then 
firing a sharp look back at her.
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GATLIN



Lokokani’s twisted your mind with 
all this talk of some picturesque 
native settlement on that lagoon. I 
tell you, he's just another lazy 
Hawaiian punk not willing to get 
out and do a full day’s work to 
earn a square dollar.



Vanessa speaks up, her tone sharp.



VANESSA



Gatlin, you be quiet, leave that 
boy alone. You know in your heart, 
Rebecca's right.



Gatlin fires a hostile look at his wife.

GATLIN



Oh - so what you think then, that I 
can go back to my native homeland 
Scotland and claim my long-lost 
ancestral land back - just because 
my father's father's mother was 
born there? That’s a total dumb 
argument.

GLENNA speaks up.

GLENNA



(with power)



Please, this is my table - stop. No 
more arguing here. (beat) I ask 
you, where is Spirit among us, when 
we shout at each other like this? 
(beat) It's time for dessert and 
coffee. This is Vince’s birthday, 
please hold in your hearts, 
Christian peace and harmony - and 
yes, the blessing of true Hawaiian 
aloha at this birthday table.



Everyone takes a welcome breath, stands up to go serve 
themselves at the dessert table.

EXT. DESSERT TABLE

MICHAEL is chatting in line for dessert with several of his 
old high school buddies. GATLIN and REBECCA end up in line 
together, getting their cake. 
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When she sees him, she reacts - frowns and walks away from 
the line to avoid him. 

EXT. GARDENS



REBECCA walks away from the other guests, over and behind a 
group of trees.



GATLIN appears, having followed her.

GATLIN



(honestly)
Please - I feel like hell with all 
this conflict between friends - but 
I’ve got to defend my own or no one 
will. If I give away that first 
chunk to Lokokani’s gang, they’ll 
be after it all and you know it.

REBECCA



(hotly)



I don’t want to talk to you or see 
you at all, ever anymore. I wish 
Michael wasn’t your son.



GATLIN



(gently)



I said I’m sorry. You know how I 
feel toward you - always have, 
always will. No way I can stop it, 
short of dying.



REBECCA



Go love your wife, not me. 

GATLIN



She never loved me like I need it, 
you know that - obvious. (beat) At 
least don’t shut me out entirely. 
Please, Beck.

REBECCA



You always confuse me - I don’t 
know my feelings, with you.

GATLIN



I’ll do everything I can to make 
things okay with those graves.
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REBECCA



That’s not enough. Either you sign 
that agreement of Lokokani’s or 
I’ll never talk to you again your 
whole life - understand! I mean it - 
you choose.



She turns and walks off from him, over to where MICHAEL is 
standing, watching them both from a distance.

Gatlin growls with anger - but he’s also hurt deep.



DISSOLVE TO:



EXT. LOCAL BEACH IN TOWN, A PAVILION - SAME DAY



By the ocean around a large cement picnic table, under shade 
trees, THREE DOZEN PEOPLE are gathered together in an 
informal meeting. There are a few local old-timers, some well-
dressed community leaders - plus an angry group of agitated 
youngsters. Everyone gets their undisturbed say.

In the middle of the gathering we see LOKOKANI and NALANI. 
Lokokani is talking emotionally about the grave desecration.

LOKOKANI
.. dozer went right through 
everything, McGrabbin was there 
giving orders and now - nothing but 
smashed bones, shredded capes, 
broken poi pounders.



Silence a moment. Then an OLD MAN of Portuguese descent, 
drinking a can of beer, speaks up.



PORTUGUESE MAN
You Hawaiians - if that's your 
land, go grab it, take it back - 
but you better get one damn good 
attorney because when they catch 
you, they gonna throw the key away.

Nalani is bursting with emotions.



NALANI



We can occupy the lagoon under 
civil protest, let them arrest us, 
then we confront them in court. 
Tampering with graves is a felony, 
a federal offense.

A retired JAPANESE FISHERMAN rises to address the group.
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JAPANESE FISHERMAN
Last year when the Coast Guard 
tried to board our fishing boat, 
our captain told us not to grab the 
rope they threw on board. We just 
kept to our jobs and their dingy, 
it capsized - they went away. But 
that's not my ancestors' graves 
over there - you must decide.



He nods in oriental style, and falls silent.

An old CHINESE MAN, with white beard and pipe, a Chinese cap 
and old but neat clothes, begins speaking in a frail voice.

CHINESE MAN



I remember long ago, early in the 
morning, before the sun, we would 
go out working side by side, rock 
by rock till the sun go down. Then 
we come home, take a bath, eat and 
relax - life was simple. Now I see 
too many unhappy faces, everyone 
living like strangers.

He falls silent.



There’s a hippie TEENAGE GIRL, maybe black, wanting to belong 
somewhere - modest and polite -

TEENAGE GIRL



Where I come from on the mainland, 
there’s freeways, subdivisions, 
garbage, guns - it's so beautiful 
here. You Hawaiians have every 
right, it's not fair - is there 
anything I can do, to help? I want 
to do something.



Silence a moment. Most in the group are now looking over to 
where an old Hawaiian is sitting silently - Lokokani’s 
Grandfather TAPO, the local Kahuna spiritual leader.



He stands up, turns to where the sun is setting into the 
ocean. There's a moment of silence - then TAPO turns to the 
group.
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TAPO
We will never forget how the 
temples were burned, the graves 
robbed, our way of life destroyed - 
I remember the plagues, the famine, 
martial law forcing us to abandon 
our fields - we lost our homes, our 
loved ones. We must decide - when 
we shall go back home.

He eyes Lokokani, then turns and walks down toward the ocean. 
Lokokani hesitates, then follows him.



EXT. AT THE BEACH

The surf is pounding - the SUN is down.



The two men stand looking out to sea -



A massive SHARK is seen cutting through the waves . . .



FADE TO:



INT. CROMME LIVING ROOM - SAME TIME

Piano keys are suddenly attacked - MICHAEL is playing a solo 
from a Beethoven concerto with great finesse, power and 
emotion - performing with eyes closed, total concentration.

Most of the people at the party are now gathered in the 
living room, listening.

We see REBECCA standing beside her mother GLENNA - both rapt 
with the music.

An old lady in a wheel chair, GRAMMA CROMME, is listening, 
tears in her eyes, watching Michael adoringly.



GATLIN comes up behind VANESSA, puts his hands again on her 
shoulders lovingly - but again, she pushes him from her.



Rebecca's eyes move, meet GATLIN's - again they get caught 
involuntarily in each other's gaze a moment. 

Michael opens his eyes, happens to catch his father and his 
girlfriend looking at each other -



His fingers take off of their own volition, suddenly breaking 
with the traditional form, improvising upon Beethoven in 
Keith Jarrett solo/jazz jagged style. 
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Everyone goes breathless listening to the music - it's 
beautiful but it's so wild -



DISSOLVE TO:



EXT. DOWN IN THE WOODS - LATER THAT NIGHT, MOONLIGHT



With the piano music continuing as soundtrack, we are deep in 
the woods by the lagoon - and come upon MICHAEL and REBECCA 
running along a path, she leading him, laughing, galloping 
down toward the lagoon.

EXT. LAGOON



The water is rippling in full moonlight as REBECCA and 
MICHAEL come to the shore of the lagoon. Without hesitation 
REBECCA slips off her skirt and top, and in underwear and 
bra, dives into the cool deep water of the lagoon.

She shouts and waves to MICHAEL - until he does the same.



They frolic, wrestle underwater, it's great fun and they 
loosen up - touch and kiss.

MICHAEL



Ah - wow -



REBECCA



Each day, I'd remember Christmas, 
everything - God, I hungered . . .



They come together in each other's arms. As he kisses her, 
their playful romance ignites into serious physical passion - 
they're a beautiful sight.

INT. HOUSE - SAME TIME

GATLIN, distracted with the kids gone, is downing another 
drink. VINCE, GLENNA, and VANESSA have him cornered in 
conversation. He's slightly drunk, trying to stay civil but 
not willing to give in on the argument.

GATLIN



My great-grandfather, whatever he 
did, and nobody really knows - it's 
not my fault. And there’s no way 
I'm giving up what belongs to my 
family, just because somebody's 
laying a goddamn guilt trip on me.
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He eyes GRAMMA CROMME who’s sitting in her wheelchair 
listening. She meets his eyes solidly.



GLENNA



Gatlin, all they're asking us for 
is a few acres as a sacred preserve 
- the lagoon, the taro terraces, 
the heiau and ruins. And why not? 
We can all share the beach.

VINCE
(remaining calm)



Even if our great grandfolks didn't 
actively participate, the American 
take-over of the Hawaiian 
government was -



GATLIN



(blunt)



Hawaiians want land, they buy it 
like everybody else, or sign up for 
a homestead. That’s my last word.



He glares at Vince, then Vanessa - pressured and upset, he 
finishes off his drink, turns and walks abruptly away.



Vanessa speaks to Glenna and Vince, her emotions a mess.



VANESSA



Alcohol - McGrabbin curse. Don't 
tell anyone, please -  but I'm 
leaving, with Michael, after the 
summer - home to London. It's over.

Gramma Cromme meets her eyes. Nods.

DISSOLVE TO:



EXT. BEACH - MOONLIGHT

LOKOKANI is coming back from town, alone - hopping from 
boulder to boulder in the moonlight.

He pauses, looks at the moon.



EXT. RUINS IN THE WOODS

MICHAEL and REBECCA are sitting close together, in underwear 
from the swim, her skirt under them. They’re leaning against 
a mossy rock wall of the ruins, a soft hidden spot in the 
middle of the woods with a view of the lagoon.
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MICHAEL



(beat) My Dad, you gotta 
understand, I’m not gonna take 
sides against him in this.

REBECCA



(impatient)



But you can't just run away, 
Mickey, as if you're not involved 
here at all.



MICHAEL
Well I'm not. I’m a musician, I 
have my life, I don’t like fights.



REBECCA



(reacting)
Like your dad, you talk like you 
never did really open your heart to 
the island.



MICHAEL



(with strength)
Hey don't attack me. And stop 
identifying me with my Dad. Can't 
you see - you're both, your side 
and his side, entirely, one hundred 
percent right. I see both sides, 
that's why I stay out.

REBECCA



Someday you'll inherit the 
McGrabbin plantation - then you'll 
have to take sides.



Michael sits looking out over the lagoon in the distance.



MICHAEL



(beat) Coming back this time, I see 
- I grew up here, but no, I'm not 
any real Hawaiian. I don't feel I 
belong here. Sometimes I feel I 
don't belong, anywhere . . .



Michael's face shows anguish. Rebecca leans against him to 
comfort him.



REBECCA



Of course you belong here. It's 
just your father who is making this 
all so ugly. Strange, I used to 
have such fun with him, he was my 
favorite ...
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They’re silent a moment.



REBECCA



It feels like everything is falling 
apart. Mickey, please, let's not 
you and me fall apart.

He turns to her, takes her hands.



MICHAEL



I tell you, I know what you should 
do, you should come with me, get 
out of here. This island, it's a 
crazy place, everybody caught in 
everybody’s business. I'd just as 
soon take off right now, with you - 
go back to the mainland, or maybe 
England. You'd love it in London, 
there's art schools, you could -

REBECCA



No, at least not now. I feel part 
of this, Mickey. Something 
important is happening. You've got 
to talk with Lokokani, he's been 
living down at the lagoon the last 
two months and he's become so - 
strong. (Beat) But I don't want to 
think any more about any of that 
right now, I just want to be with 
you . . . jeez, Mickey, all those 
crazy wild love letters of yours - 
I could hardly breathe . . .



They look into each other's eyes - let go words - she makes a 
quick move and kisses him on the lips, hungry for him even 
though he seems slightly withdrawn -

He responds, lets go his thoughts - they ignite with raw 
passion. 



Down they go in each other's arms on the ground, surrendering 
to the intensity of full sexual encounter -

In a beautiful young-love interlude, they loose all control 
and slip into a nature-imbued erotic coupling -



FADE TO:
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EXT. BACK YARD - SAME TIME

GATLIN comes out of the house in a huff, feeling attacked 
from all sides. Someone comes up to him, but he walks away.

Alone, he pauses, looking tormented inside - he downs his 
drink, walks on down toward the lagoon.



EXT. RUINS

In the moonlight, we hear the final moment of orgasmic 
breathing, and come upon MICHAEL under REBECCA - he gasps 
gutturally several times - it's over, at least for him.



They're momentarily lost in this tender young-love moment of 
intimacy. Rebecca is still languidly wild with passion, still 
kissing him, perhaps not having come -



There's something internal disturbing Michael - his looks are 
far away, something or someone on his mind -

He struggles with himself, finally outs with it.



MICHAEL



I - I have to tell you.

She reluctantly lets go her pure sexual desire.



REBECCA



What?

MICHAEL



(confessional)
It's, I don't know how - back in 
Boston, at school, there was this 
girl, Jenny. We did it - just a 
couple times -

Rebecca is shocked. Hit to the quick at his confession, she 
pushes, pulls away from him, sits up.



REBECCA



(aghast)



No, you wouldn't, not after what 
we, not after - you promised, that 
we would -



MICHAEL



I’m telling you, it was nothing, 
nothing, compared to us.
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She can hardly say the words -



REBECCA



You - had intercourse - with her.



Michael tries to make it light.

MICHAEL



Hey, we were drinking, smoking, she 
was wanting to so bad, it was just 
one of those things, we just -



But Rebecca is on fire, unable to stop herself from rejecting 
him for what he’s confessed. Mortally wounded in her romantic 
heart, she shouts loudly at him -

REBECCA



Aghh - go away - I hate you - leave 
me alone!

Michael stands up, defensive anger flaring - 

MICHAEL



Hey - I said I'm sorry.

REBECCA



(shouting - in tears)



Go away - away - it’s over, over!



Michael glares at her, ready to explode - 



MICHAEL



I was honest - you can’t mean that.

She shouts at the top of her lungs.

REBECCA



Leave, don’t come back here - ever.

He shouts right back at the top of his lungs.

MICHAEL



Then - hell with you! Hell with 
this whole island!

He grabs for his clothes - stomps off half-dressed.



INT. HOUSE

GLENNA and VANESSA, talking to the PRIEST, hear the distant 
shouting, look worried.
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VANESSA



What was that?

EXT. BEACH

LOKOKANI has paused, listening carefully. He starts walking 
fast along the surf toward the ruins.



EXT. WOODS

GATLIN is walking alone through the moonlight. Suddenly he 
sees MICHAEL come busting out from a side trail in a rage.

GATLIN



Hey, what’d you do to her, what’s 
all that screaming about?



MICHAEL



Hell with you too!

Michael pushes past his father. Gatlin looks from him, to the 
trail he just came out of.

EXT. RUINS

With heavy-exertion breathing on the soundtrack, we're moving 
over sand, beach vine, volcanic stones - eerie moonlight  -

We come CU upon something living, beautiful - sand-covered 
feminine curves - REBECCA lying face-down in the sand.



Alone, hurt, angry, she's a wild flurry of emotions. We stay 
close on her during a moment of aroused feminine intensity -

Suddenly her expression shifts, she tenses - turns her head 
and looks up - someone is watching her.



GATLIN stands there, towering over her - gazing at her naked 
presence -

EXT. APPROACHING THE WOODS

VANESSA and GLENNA hurry through the gardens toward the 
woods. The PRIEST follows them.
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EXT. RUINS

GATLIN and REBECCA are still staring at each other - they 
don't say a word. 

Her fingers move through the sand, rise into the air - come 
up and over her sand-covered breasts.



Gatlin tries to turn away, but can't stop himself - he comes 
crashing down onto his knees beside her.

GATLIN



(breathless)



I’ll kill him. What did he do?



We see her mouth open - freeze - suddenly she bursts into 
tears. Gatlin leans toward her, hesitates one final time - 
then reaches, touches her tear-streaked cheek.



Blind with tears, she moves, comes into his arms sobbing. He 
holds her tight. They're heart-to-heart for a deep moment.

Gatlin fights the impulse - then comes over her lips with 
his. He’s now out of control and for a moment she responds - 
they embrace fully for just one massive moment of surrender 
to each other.

Then she shoves away from him, gasping for air.



REBECCA



(confused)
No, stop.

GATLIN



(breathless)



God I always loved you.

He reaches for her again, pulls her with great power, close 
against him. 

She reacts, pushing back -

REBECCA



Gatlin - no!



EXT. TRAIL

VANESSA, and GLENNA hurry through the woods ...
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EXT. LAGOON



LOKOKANI hears a muffled series of sounds. He freezes -  
takes off running in the direction of the sounds.

EXT. WOODS

VANESSA and GLENNA run into LOKOKANI, everyone panting with 
exertion and urgency -

GLENNA



What’s going on, where’s Rebecca?

LOKOKANI
I heard them.

MICHAEL comes stumbling into view.



VANESSA



(to Michael)



Michael, what’s the matter, what 
happened?

Michael looks back from where he’s come. 

MICHAEL



Nothing happened. She’s crazy, she 
freaked out.



LOKOKANI
What did you do to her!

MICHAEL



None of your business.

The two men confront each other.

LOKOKANI
I heard her cry out. If you hurt 
her, I kill you.



MICHAEL



Shut up - leave me alone.



LOKOKANI
I told her you’re no good.

MICHAEL



Out of my way, I’m outa here.
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He pushes to get past Lokokani, who’s blocking the trail up 
to the house. Lokokani pushes him back, knocks him down.



Vanessa shouts at them.

VANESSA



Stop this, both of you!

Just then they all hear a jagged muffled cry - Rebecca’s 
voice ... 

They all stop and listen, looking in the direction of the 
sound - which stopped just as soon as it started ...



LOKOKANI
Shit -



He takes off running in the direction of the shout. Michael 
gets up and takes off after him, followed by the two women.

EXT. WOODS

LOKOKANI and then MICHAEL come running through the woods.



EXT. RUINS

LOKOKANI comes running into the ruins, stops a moment and 
stares -

GATLIN is on his feet, pulling up his shorts. REBECCA is on 
the ground, naked, crying.

LOKOKANI makes a guttural growl of rage, rushes at Gatlin, 
knocks him flat onto the ground, slugs him in the face. 



LOKOKANI
You’ll die for this.



Gatlin reacts, hits him hard in the face, knocks him back.



MICHAEL appears, sees Gatlin, Rebecca.



MICHAEL



You two - fuck - I thought so.



VANESSA approaches, sees Rebecca and Gatlin.

VANESSA



(at Gatlin)



You, you - 
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Vanessa goes wild, picks up a stone from the ruins and throws 
the stone hard - hitting Gatlin square on the forehead, 
knocking him out.

She grabs Michael's hand.



VANESSA



( to Michael)



Mickey, come.

As they leave, the PRIEST approaches - stares aghast.

PRIEST



Oh my God, I was afraid of this.

GLENNA goes over to Rebecca, covers her with the skirt - 
tries to comfort her.



But Rebecca pulls away - stands unsteadily up, grabs at her 
clothes - takes off running.



Lokokani goes protectively after her.



EXT. WOODS

We’re on a tight CU of Rebecca's expression - bewildered - 
shattered ... 

She runs deeper and deeper into the woods, and disappears 
from sight - we continue to HEAR her voice, crying out in 
rage and despair...



FADE TO BLACK:



EXT. CROMME TRUCK - SAME NIGHT



GATLIN is sitting in the passenger seat, unconscious, bandage 
on his head -

He opens his eyes - stares around him, trying to remember -

UMBERTO is driving, next to him.

Gatlin touches his seriously-bruised forehead - makes an 
aghast expression as he remembers.



We see a quick FLASHBACK of Rebecca in the sand -

GATLIN



(stunned)
Ughh - where you taking me?
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UMBERTO



(angry - cold)
Hospital.

GATLIN



No way - take me home.

INT. GATLIN'S HOUSE - FIFTEEN MINUTES LATER



GATLIN comes staggering inside. 

GATLIN



Hey, Nessa, Mickey -



No answer - his expression crashes.

GATLIN



Oh - what've I done ...

He stumbles around the house, checking rooms.

GATLIN



Like a morgue - hardly can breathe.

He goes to the living room, pours himself a glass of Scotch - 
eyes it distastefully, downs it.

He looks at the wall full of photos of his family - parents 
and grandparents, earlier posed photos of Scottish ancestors. 
They're all so stern - he shouts at them:

GATLIN



Hey, what'a you want - fuck you 
ghosts, leave me alone!

CUT TO:



EXT. CROMME PLANTATION BEACH - SAME NIGHT

REBECCA is still outside, wandering along the beach - she 
looks half-crazed.

LOKOKANI is following her from a distance, giving her space.

She wades into the surf - gets knocked down. Lokokani goes 
out and helps her ashore.



She pulls away from him, runs up a trail - 
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Unable to run farther, she collapses down in a secluded spot 
inside the foot-high perimeter of one of the ancient ruins.

FADE TO:



INT. PASSENGER JET PLANE



MICHAEL is sitting silent next to VANESSA. They're both 
exhausted, depressed.



VANESSA



Forget them - forget that entire 
island. They're all animals.



CUT TO:



EXT. RUINS - LATER THAT NIGHT



VINCE comes looking for REBECCA - he's entirely distraught.

He finds her laying on her back, staring at the moon. 
LOKOKANI is sitting ten feet away. 

Vince has clothes in his hands. He sits uncertainly beside 
his daughter.

VINCE
You must come inside - your 
mother's worried to death. We can 
talk - it's not the end.



Rebecca eyes him vaguely - turns her head away.



CUT TO:



INT. GATLIN'S HOUSE - SAME NIGHT

GATLIN is still drinking, almost beside himself - he reaches 
for the phone - dials.

GATLIN



(on the phone - begging)
Glenna, it's me. Please, I -



INT. CROMME LIVING ROOM

GLENNA is standing with the phone to her ear. Her expression 
is distraught - she reacts violently.
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GLENNA



(threatening)



Don't you ever call here again. If 
it would do her any good we'd have 
you arrested - you burn in hell, 
Gatlin!

She slams the receiver down.



CUT TO:



INT. MCGRABBIN HOUSE - FEW MINUTES LATER

GATLIN is sitting on the sofa, staring into space, inner 
emotions fuming. Tears well - he looks at the wall of family 
photos again.

GATLIN



(to his ancestors)
Goddamn past, goddamn alcohol - 
just like my Dad, ruining 
everything - everything.



As he throws his glass violently across the room, the phone 
suddenly rings - he jerks - reaches for it.



INT. JET

MICHAEL is asleep. VANESSA is sitting stiff, phone to her 
ear.

VANESSA



(absolute ice)
Gatlin -

GATLIN



(relieved)
Ah finally! Where the hell are you!

VANESSA



Gone.

GATLIN



‘Nessa, you gotta listen, you gotta 
understand, that was, it just -
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VANESSA



(acid)
You pathetic, pitiful despicable - 
your whole family, you're just like 
your father - sick - sick. Goodbye, 
Gatlin.



Without hesitation, she hangs up on him.

GATLIN sits there stunned, hangs up the phone - stares at the 
photographs, explodes at them -

GATLIN



Arghh! What's wrong with us, all of 
us - monsters!

He explodes in a rage - starts smashing heirlooms, throwing 
things against the wall, shattering the photos -



GATLIN



Hell with you - fuck this land, 
fuck this island, fuck this haunted 
house! Burn in hell - burn in -

He slips momentarily from his rage, gets a sudden notion - 
turns and runs out of the room.

We hear banging, grunting - cursing.

Gatlin comes running back into the living room with a 5-
gallon gas can - slops gasoline against the wall and photos.

GATLIN



Whole entire McGrabbin curse - burn 
to hell and gone!

He lights a wooden match - watches it burn down almost to his 
finger - tosses it.



Wild explosion of gas flames -



EXT. 1897 CONFLAGRATION AT THE HAWAIIAN SETTLEMENT

We see the temple burning . . .

EXT. MCGRABBIN HOUSE



GATLIN comes hurrying out of the house, carrying the can of 
gasoline - slops gasoline all over the wooden exterior of the 
old house.
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Just before he throws another match, the inside of the house 
already burning - we see Gatlin's expression as he pauses - 

He's overwhelmed by the most intense, inherited pathos.



GATLIN



End. End.

He slowly, with clear intent - throws the match.



INT. BURNING HOUSE

GATLIN walks back into the searing flames - with suicidal 
expression.



EXT. HOUSE

The house is a wild flaming inferno.

We hear a scream inside - a deadly moment of crackling flames 
- then Gatlin comes bursting outside at the last moment.



He sprints and jumps with shirt aflame, into the swimming 
pool.



FADE TO:



EXT. CROMME WOODS - SAME NIGHT



REBECCA is unmoving, just sitting - it's moonlight. 



Her MOTHER comes with blankets and food.

Rebecca doesn't respond.



LOKOKANI still sits quietly at his vigil.

GLENNA



Becky? Becky, please, come with me.

Rebecca stares into the distance across the lagoon.



Glenna turns her head where Rebecca is looking - looks across 
the lagoon toward the McGrabbin place in the distance.



There's flames leaping into the air.

GLENNA



Oh my God - Gatlin.
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GLENNA



(to Rebecca)



Please, come with me.



Rebecca is motionless. Lokokani nods assurance to Glenna. She 
looks at the flames again - takes off toward her house.



Rebecca sits without emotion, staring at the flames. After a 
moment, Lokokani moves, comes up beside her, sits down 
without a word - stares with her at the flames.

DISSOLVE TO:



EXT. RUINS - NEXT DAY



There's a brisk breeze overhead in the palm trees. Morning 
sun glistens upon swaying fronds. Everything seems clear, 
lush, at peace -



LOKOKANI is at work with his hands, building a simple 
traditional bamboo shelter over REBECCA's head.



She's still sitting where she was the night before - staring 
out over the pristine lagoon - her expression blank.



Clouds blow over, cover the sun.

EXT. OPPOSITE SIDE OF LAGOON



We look up from Rebecca's POV, beyond the lagoon, toward a 
three-hundred-foot butte of black volcanic rock, way off, up 
on the McGrabbin side of the long beach.

Something seems to move - then disappears from sight.

We ZOOM IN on the movement. 



EXT. HIGH CLIFF



A solitary MAN stands looking down from his distant vantage 
point, at the lagoon and ruins.

Wind picks up suddenly and a driving tropical rain hits - 
sops the man just as he raises binoculars and looks.



Through his binoculars, we see far off in the distance, 
REBECCA and LOKOKANI under their shelter, staying dry as the 
man gets wet.
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The man is GATLIN - clothes singed and sooty, with raw burns. 
HE’s exhausted, but fixated.



He lowers the binoculars, turns and looks the other direction 
- to where his house once stood.

Nothing but ashes and foundation now.



He moves out of the rain, into a cave - disappears.



DISSOLVE TO:



INT. LONDON FLAT



An elderly British couple are having a meal. The sound of 
city traffic is loud down below.

The front buzzer rings - the couple eye each other 
quizzically.



There stands VANESSA at the door, facing her parents - she 
comes with muffled crying into her father's arms.

VANESSA



(emotionally broken)



Dad - Mom!



MICHAEL stands watching, blocking all feelings. He hardly 
greets his grandparents - he moves past them, carrying his 
portable keyboard.

Going into the living room, he puts on his headphones - 
starts playing . . . the music is wild, and it carries over 
into the next scene -



FADE TO:



EXT. MCGRABBIN PLANTATION



HUTI comes driving into the place, stops at the burnt house - 
stares in shock and concern.



She gets out of her car - walks around agitatedly, fearing 
the worst. 



She calls out -



HUTI
Gatlin - Gatlin?



She gets no answer.
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As she turns, she’s shocked to see the old JAPANESE GARDENER 
standing behind her, looking stunned himself.

HUTI
(urgently)

What happened - where is Gatlin?

GARDENER
Oh well - he is out there, up 
there. He will not listen, he will 
not come down. You are - friend?

HUTI
Oh - yes.

GARDENER
He needs - friend.

He stands a moment as if protecting Gatlin - then acquiesces, 
moves aside - allows Huti to pass by him on the trail.



EXT. CLIFF

HUTI comes fast up the trail. Some distance up from the 
house, she spies GATLIN sitting mutely, dressed in burnt rags 
- watching with binoculars over the edge of the cliff, down 
to the lagoon.

Huti comes up beside him. He turns his head and looks into 
her eyes, his expression ashen, vacant - then he looks back 
through the binoculars to the lagoon.



We see what he sees through the binoculars -

EXT. BEACH

REBECCA is down there, alone on the beach, sitting on a large 
black volcanic stone, looking vaguely out to sea.

LOKOKANI comes up to her, hands her a coconut bowl of 
medicinal Hawaiian tea.

The piano music on the soundtrack is overwhelmed by rhythmic, 
upbeat Hawaiian-Reggae music.



FADE TO:
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EXT. SMALL HAWAIIAN TOWN - MAIN STREET



We're in a backwater cane town far from tourists. Local cars 
are coming and going -

A beat-up PICK-UP comes driving through the town, it's radio 
playing the Reggae music. LOKOKANI is driving. His expression 
tense but anticipatory. 



He makes a turn, nods to local FRIENDS who shout greetings to 
him as he cruises along a back street.



EXT. BACK STREET



We're now deep into one of the many small "company" cane 
towns in Hawaii - shanties built around the turn of the 
century, tin roofs, dull green-grey colors -

LOKOKANI parks by one of the houses, gets out of his pickup.

He’s quickly surrounded by FRIENDS greeting him in the local 
Hawaiian manner. We see him lighten up, show his normal 
warmth.



A very large friend, MANU, gives him a hug. Then a dark-
haired young woman - it’s NALANI - comes out of the house and 
glides into his arms.



They speak in Hawaiian - we read ENGLISH CAPTIONS:

NALANI



We heard about the fire.



LOKOKANI
Justice prevails.

MANU
McGrabbin refused to sign so you 
torched him?



Lokokani gives him a hard look.

LOKOKANI
Hey, I didn’t have the chance. That 
idiot went and did it to himself.



NALANI



What? But why would he do that?

Lokokani notices something, looks. There stands TAPO.
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LOKOKANI
Grandfather please, talk to me.

FADE TO:



EXT. RUINS AND LAGOON



REBECCA is alone. She's totally silent, no thoughts -

Suddenly there's someone standing nearby, having approached 
from down along the beach. She gasps, looks up.



It's LOKOKANI, wearing a stuffed backpack - and his 
girlfriend NALANI. 

Some distance behind them stands the old man, TAPO.



Rebecca and Nalani stare silently into each other's eyes.



Just then on the trail down from the Cromme house, GLENNA 
appears, with the Episcopalian PRIEST.



Lokokani and Nalani turn in silence, and sit down on the 
beach. Tapo disappears into the woods.



Rebecca simply sits without greeting her mother, her emotions 
still numb. Glenna comes up to her, seriously distraught - 
almost reaches to touch her - hesitates.

GLENNA



Please Becky, we understand, the 
shock - but staying down here, it's 
not safe, not healthy. We're all 
worried, we want to help, we want 
you to come home now.



Rebecca says nothing.



PRIEST



For your mother's sake if not for 
yours, Rebecca, come on up to the 
house where you belong.

Rebecca remains mute. Glenna doesn’t know what to do.  
Lokokani steps forward, walks to Glenna and the Priest.



LOKOKANI
Perhaps, here in nature, among the 
ancients, she can let the wounds  
heal. Allow her time - let her be. 
Trust me. I have assumed full 
responsibility.
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Glenna and the Priest eye each other - they look to Rebecca.

PRIEST



(to Rebecca)



Rebecca, you must pray for those 
who have sinned against you - and 
ask forgiveness, if you led them 
into temptation.



Rebecca just stands up and walks away toward her bamboo 
shelter. 



Glenna sighs sadly, nods to Lokokani, and walks away. 



We see Tapo watching the mother and priest walk away.

DISSOLVE TO:



EXT. LONDON STREET - FEW WEEKS LATER

MICHAEL comes walking along the dirty crowded street, caught 
up in his inner solemn world.



He turns and enters a building.

INT. MUSIC SCHOOL

MICHAEL enters a room with grand piano and other musical 
instruments. An elderly man, a renowned MUSICIAN/TEACHER, 
comes forward, they shake formally.

MUSIC TEACHER
Perhaps, you would like to play.

Michael sits down at the piano, closes his eyes. After a 
moment he starts playing, composing as he goes along - a new 
variation on the beautiful, complex but sorrowful piece he 
played before - "Rebecca's Theme" 



We see the FLASHBACK MEMORY that Michael is experiencing - of 
REBECCA as he saw her in an earlier shot at the lagoon, 
utterly beautiful, gazing right into his eyes ...

The teacher watches Michael playing - he's noticeably moved 
by the young man's unique music.

DISSOLVE TO:
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EXT. GATLIN'S LOOK OUT AND CAVE - FEW WEEKS LATER

The MUSIC CONTINUES as soundtrack with its quiet 
improvisational Hawaiian-jazz theme. We move around the 
volcanic boulders at the top of the rock outcropping, and 
come upon the cave at the top of the trail.



There's a crude tarp roof outside the cave, sheltering a 
butane camp cook-stove and a few other rudimentary cooking 
items.

INT. CAVE



We enter the relative darkness of the cave. As our eyes 
adjust we find a simple sleeping pad, a few other things - 
and GATLIN sitting there, mute and unmoving, looking almost 
scary with his raw wild intensity.

Something moves, makes a sound outside - the music stops - 

A woman's Japanese accented voice calls out hesitantly:



HUTI
Gatlin, it's me, can I come inside?

He hardly notices her call - doesn't respond.

She comes in anyway, half afraid of him. She sits down 
quietly.

HUTI
Please - you must let me help.



He turns his head slowly, eyes her skeptically, without 
emotion - then makes a fast move that scares her. 

But he's just moving past her, out of the cave.



EXT. CAVE AND LOOK OUT

GATLIN goes huffing over to his vantage point, staring down 
at the small Hawaiian settlement.



HUTI comes up, stands beside him.



GATLIN



(gruffly)
So - what'a you want?
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HUTI
(honestly)

Only, to be with you.



Gatlin meets her eyes, showing slightly his inner torment - 
then looks away, raises his binoculars, stares down at the 
distant lagoon and settlement.



Huti reaches, her own emotions provoking her into action - 
takes his binoculars, looks herself.

We see with her, how the Hawaiian settlement has grown.



There's now half a dozen BAMBOO SHACKS with traditional pili- 
grass roofs. A couple of the once-overgrown taro patches have 
been cleared and planted - it all looks organically 
picturesque.



Then - there's REBECCA down there, with NALANI.



HUTI
(evenly)



Ah, so that’s her. People say, the 
Cromme girl, she is crazy - and 
pregnant.

These words slowly make sense to Gatlin - 



GATLIN



Pregnant - are you certain of that?

HUTI
That’s what I hear.



GATLIN



(mumbling)
But that’s my child - my child.

He stands up - turns and scowls with emotion at Huti.

GATLIN



My child!

HUTI
(astonished)



But, what do you mean?

He stomps around the edge of the cliff, a wild McGrabbin 
charge building inside him,

He suddenly decides - stares a final hard time at Huti - then 
starts walking fast down the steep trail to the beach.
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EXT. STEEP TRAIL TO BEACH



GATLIN slips and falls, rolls - regains his footing, 
continues fast down the trail.



HUTI follows after him, concerned.



EXT. BEACH

GATLIN comes walking down to the beach, turns right at the 
breakers, heads toward the lagoon and Hawaiian settlement - 
his expression wild, determined.

CUT TO:



EXT. LAGOON and RUINS



LOKOKANI and several Hawaiian MEN watch GATLIN approaching on 
the other side of the lagoon. REBECCA is watching as well.

The men look at each other - dive into the lagoon, swim 
across to the other shore to face Gatlin.

Gatlin walks right up to them.



GATLIN



(gruff)



Lokokani, the rest of you - off my 
land, you're trespassing.



LOKOKANI
(holding his own)



You are the one who is trespassing.

GATLIN



I'll call the cops on you.

LOKOKANI
I tell you, go back.



Gatlin looks to where Rebecca is still standing passive, 
watching them.

GATLIN



I want to talk to her - alone.



LOKOKANI
(with authority)



She won't talk.
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GATLIN



Hell she won't.



Gatlin makes a move to walk past the Hawaiian men. Lokokani 
grabs him. Gatlin pushes his chest - Lokokani pushes back.

Gatlin takes a wild swing at him - hits him square - Lokokani 
gets up, waves the other men back.

There ensues an intense fist fight between the two men.



HUTI comes, shouts - Gatlin waves her back.



Splashing in the water and then back up on the sand, Lokokani 
first takes a beating from the bigger man - then he shifts 
into the Hawaiian martial arts mode of fighting, and quickly, 
decisively defeats Gatlin - leaves him down bleeding, half-
conscious in the sand.

HUTI
(defiantly - at Lokokani)



You savages!



Lokokani turns, dives into the lagoon.



EXT. OTHER SIDE OF LAGOON



REBECCA stands staring. Her expression has shifted just 
slightly - she still doesn't react or speak, but her eyes, 
they've softened.

FADE TO:



INT. THE CAVE

HUTI is nursing GATLIN tenderly - she's protective, deeply 
angry at what has happened to him. 

He begins to respond to her loving care.

HUTI
(mumbling)

You should never have gone down 
there, what did it solve, they hate 
you - but they will pay. You must 
come away from here.



We see Gatlin's expression - pained emotions filled with deep 
anguish.
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EXT. THE CAVE 

HUTI comes out of the cave with GATLIN limping beside her. He 
seems crazy, mumbling to himself incoherently as she guides 
him down the hill.

INT. CAR

HUTI is driving while GATLIN stares numbly ahead of him, not 
seeing anything.



DISSOLVE TO:



INT. HUTI’S BEACH HOUSE - A WEEK LATER



GATLIN is lying on a massage table. HUTI is lovingly 
massaging him. His expression shows emotional pain. As Huti 
gently works his tense muscles, he begins to groan, then 
breaks forth with the sounds of emotional release - but 
quickly blocks them and closes up again.

INT. HUTI’S GUEST BEDROOM - NIGHT



GATLIN is in the bed. He HEARS a KNOCK on the door, and the 
door opens. 



HUTI stands there in night-gown or naked, walks in softly, 
speaks tenderly:



HUTI
Gatlin, I am lonely. May I sleep, 
with you?

He doesn’t respond. She slides under the covers beside him. 

At first he’s unresponsive. She touches him - he does 
nothing. She kisses his skin - no response. She gives up - 
cries beside him.

He finally turns, watches her crying - then reaches for her.

They move into a wild sexual coupling. 



DISSOLVE TO:
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EXT. LONDON PARK IN WINTER - DAY

There's thick snow falling. The park is depressing - harried 
people bang against each other. A homeless family huddles 
under a fire escape, cardboard protecting them from a nasty 
wind, a small fire burning in a metal can. Wealthy people try 
to ignore their existence as they pass by.



MICHAEL comes walking through the wet snow in an emotional 
turmoil. A rosy-cheeked young woman, DANIELLE - 20, quiet, 
patient - is walking beside him.

He comes to a random stop, not seeing anything around him - 
his emotions fuming.



DANIELLE
(upset)



You must tell me, Michael. What is 
it, why do you get this way - what 
do I do wrong?

Michael stares at her, mostly blank - looks away.

DANIELLE
Your life is so good, everything’s 
opening to you - what keeps 
grabbing you?

He pulls away - she reaches, catches him, stops him.



DANIELLE
Look at yourself, your heart - 
you're cold as ice.



MICHAEL



(mumbling)
I need to be alone sometimes, 
that's all.



DANIELLE
You need help.

MICHAEL



There’s no help.



We HEAR the sound of surf crashing. Michael's ready to 
explode. He walks on - she watches him disappear in the 
snowfall.



Soothing solo ukulele music begins, as we slowly -

DISSOLVE TO:
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EXT. RUINS AND LAGOON - DAY - THREE MONTHS LATER



Out along the rocks of the bay, there's a YOUNG MAN walking 
quietly through deep ponds, fishing with traditional Hawaiian 
throw net - we see the net fly through the air gracefully, 
then land in a circle, catching several fish.

The SOUND of strummed ukulele is still heard in the distance. 
Moving in by the lagoon, we find YOUNG CHILDREN of various 
ages playing peacefully in the shallow waters of the lagoon.

The OLD MUSICIAN who was playing Hawaiian steel guitar at the 
barbecue, is sitting under a tree playing ukulele for an OLD 
WOMAN, who is teaching YOUNGER FOLK a hula movement.



Green-fronded taro plants are near maturation, considerable 
time has passed - and the number of Hawaiians living on the 
lagoon has noticeably increased. A small community has come 
into being, entirely in the traditional, pre-missionary, 
Polynesian mode.

We see at least two dozen bamboo/grass-thatch shelters on the 
southern, Cromme side of the lagoon - and on the northern, 
McGrabbin side of the lagoon, seven huts have now been built.

Off under one thatched house, women are preparing lauhala 
leaves, beating and weaving tapa material. In the background, 
there are several MEN - three of them Hawaiian, one of them 
white - working side by side in freshly-cleared, terraced 
taro plots.



We come upon REBECCA, eight months pregnant, sitting quietly 
with several other women, including NALANI.



Some men are chatting lightheartedly as they pound poi (basic 
Hawaiian food from taro) in the traditional manner -



Rebecca still looks solemn, but somehow, also content.



EXT. GATLIN'S HIGH VANTAGE POINT

Our POV zooms way back, to where GATLIN is standing, looking 
down at the illegal settlement as before, watching all this 
through his binoculars.

He is dressed well again, and he’s fully recovered. But his 
expression looks bothered as he takes the glasses from his 
eyes, and hands them over to HUTI.
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They're standing beside a new building site - two dozen men 
are constructing a great modern house of hardwood, steel and 
glass, with a full view of the bay and lagoon.



Huti looks briefly through the glasses, at the lagoon.



HUTI
You know - they must go. They’re 
entirely illegal, you said yourself 
- and a bothersome eyesore.

GATLIN



(uncertain)



We wait until after the baby - she 
deserves that much.



Huti eyes him, looking to see his true feelings. Then she 
reaches matter-of-factly for the house plans.

HUTI
So, about the breakfast nook -



Gatlin is still staring down at the lagoon, as the SOUND of 
an audience - clearing voices and coughing - begins on the 
soundtrack.



INT. LONDON CONCERT HALL



MICHAEL is ready to go on stage. The young woman, DANIELLE, 
is beside him. She gives him an encouraging kiss - he's 
nervous.

He takes his seat at the grand piano. As he begins playing, 
his nervousness disappears - he's on top of his profession 
now, confident. 



His improvisations move into the "Rebecca theme" he was 
playing before, and his expression clouds. The music becomes 
solemn, beautiful - but full of pathos and emotional 
suffering ...

INT. CROMME HOUSE - BEDROOM

With the music as soundtrack reflecting the emotions of the 
following scenes, we find Rebecca's father VINCE, lying on 
his death-bed.

UMBERTO stands there silently, hat in hand - Vince suddenly 
opens his eyes, looks up at him.
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VINCE
The land - Gatlin - never.

Umberto takes his hand.

UMBERTO



Of course. Relax - do not worry.

REBECCA, very pregnant now, comes quietly into the bedroom, 
along with GLENNA. They stand silent, side by side, staring 
at the dying man.

VINCE
The lagoon - Hawaiians - baby -

He - dies.

FADE TO:



EXT. FAMILY BURIAL PLOT

With piano continuing, shifting, and now joined with Hawaiian 
steel guitar as eulogy duet, we come upon a fairly large 
group of MOURNERS gathered around the plantation graveyard.

As VINCE is buried, REBECCA can hardly mourn for his death - 
she's still so contracted.

The PRIEST is finishing up with his speech - he's deeply 
moved as he lays his close friend to eternal rest:

PRIEST



. . . this man who gave his entire 
heart and soul to support his 
family, to maintain this 
plantation, to keep everyone housed 
and fed and happy - God grant him 
peace and rest, which he, if anyone 
on earth, deserves in abundance ...

UMBERTO and his wife, and LOKOKANI, are standing around the 
grave too, emotions subdued with deep grief.

TAPO steps forward when the Christian priest is finished. 
Glenna looks uncertainly at him, and the priest definitely 
reacts negatively - but Rebecca seems to respond slightly. 
Her eyes glistening . . . she nods.

Tapo begins chanting IN HAWAIIAN, making particular slow hand 
movements.
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Mixed with the chanting of the Hawaiian priest, we hear 
sobbing from the mourners . . . the chanting and sobbing 
decrease in volume, and mix with what sounds like two people 
either in agony, or making gentle, almost mournful love -



INT. BEDROOM, LONDON



As the sounds of love-making continues, we see cold rain 
beading and running down a closed, fogged window. The 
chanting dies out entirely as one of the lovers shifts into 
totally agonizing vocal contraction, very loud - exploding 
with violent guttural shouts -



MICHAEL and DANIELLE are in bed together - now holding each 
other in a post-coitus embrace.

DANIELLE
God, Michael - fantastic...

We see MICHAEL'S face up-close - he's in bliss for a moment, 
but then shifts into negative thoughts and emotions.



DANIELLE
(pleading)

Please, Michael, don’t go away from 
me, not again.

MICHAEL



(honest)



Can’t help it - the anger, just 
grabs me.

DANIELLE
You can't go on like this through 
your entire life hating - you must 
forgive.

MICHAEL



(closed)



You don't know what you're asking.



DANIELLE
What I feel is, there’s no other 
way, you must return there, 
Michael. You must face both of 
them, and -



MICHAEL



Never. Never.
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The crystal-clear sound of a single wave crashing against a 
shoreline - then traditional hula drums - accent the 
expression on Michael's face, as we -



DISSOLVE TO:



INT. RUINS - ABOUT A MONTH LATER

We're inside a large bamboo structure at sunset. There's 
heavy breathing mixing with the surf and drum sounds - 



REBECCA is in the middle of the room, standing in traditional 
birthing pose, going into labor.

Her MOTHER is present, but this is a native community 
birthing, with a wizened Hawaiian MIDWIFE in charge of the 
delivery.

TAPO enters with a coconut gourd of native tea for Rebecca. 
With the intense contraction pains, Rebecca is still silent, 
refusing to cry out, even in the gripping agony of 
childbirth.



Finally, because of the natural pain - she screams bloody 
murder, her expression portraying total emotional discharge.

EXT. RUINS - SAME TIME

Her scream echoes throughout the ruins -

LOKOKANI and TAPO and several other MEN and WOMEN are around 
a fire, chanting. Their vocalizations shift when they hear 
the birthing screams - they become upbeat, brighter . . .



FADE TO:



EXT. BEACH - LATER THAT EVENING

A bright moon shimmers along the beach and out into the bay.

REBECCA stands in the low surf, holding her BABY - she looks 
finally freed from 9 months of emotional contraction.

She turns as GLENNA comes up to her, and hugs her mother, a 
slight but radiant smile upon her lips.



She turns her head and sees TAPO standing in the moonlight, 
watching her.

Tapo turns his head - sees the SHARK out in the water.
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Rebecca walks over to the Hawaiian priest - remaining silent. 
He makes a very simple but definitive movement over the head 
of the baby.



FADE TO:



EXT. HAWAIIAN SETTLEMENT - SAME EVENING



Happiness reigns in the tiny Hawaiian community. With the 
musicians playing a bright contemporary Hawaiian tune, 
there’s a rising sense of festivity in the air.



REBECCA with her BABY, and GLENNA come walking into the 
Hawaiian encampment, and the music seems to encompass them...

DISSOLVE TO:



EXT. GATLIN'S NEW HOUSE - MONTHS LATER



With hi-tech party music taking over, we come upon Gatlin's 
brand new showcase house up on top of the McGrabbin ridge.

The house is finished - a magnificent steel-and-glass 
structure looking like a brightly-lit space-age creation 
dropped incongruously into this otherwise natural setting.

INT. HOUSE

GATLIN and HUTI move through a loud house-warming party. 
These are wealthy people mostly, and hardly any locals - a 
mix of Oriental, Asian, Americans, European.

Gatlin is talking with drink in hand, seeming to be his usual 
old rambunctious self -

OLD FRIEND



Good show, Gatlin, some house - all 
them old McGrabbin ghosts gone, 
hey! And your Japanese beauty - ya 
still know how to pick 'em, don't 
ya.



People are gathered around a centerpiece - it's the detailed, 
real-to-life ARCHITECTURAL MODEL of Huti's resort planned for 
down at the beach -



Huti is proudly explaining:
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HUTI
. . . throughout, we are now 
combining the primitive sense of 
cave-living simplicity, through 
actual excavation into the volcanic 
hillside here - with the most 
advanced glass and brass design.

The doorbell rings, Gatlin goes to open it. 

There stands the US senator from Hawaii, RUDY HAYANATO, a 
slight Oriental/Hawaiian man, his expression serious as he 
gives Gatlin a big hug.

GATLIN



Rudy - I'd given up on you.

SENATOR



Sticky place, Washington, it almost 
consumes me these days. Maybe they 
shut that place down, let Hawaii 
run itself again.

GATLIN



(half-joking)



Don't say that - locals around 
here, they'd throw us all out.



Everybody gathers around, greeting the senator.



FADE TO:



EXT. BALCONY - HALF HOUR LATER

GATLIN comes out onto the balcony with the SENATOR - they 
stand a moment overlooking Gatlin's domain.



In the moonlight, we see the beach way down below - and also 
the lagoon and expanded Hawaiian settlement. Flickering 
candles and a central fire highlight the settlement's 
presence.



SENATOR



So - any word from Mickey?

GATLIN



(gruff)



I still send him a letter, once a 
week. I give him another six 
months, then I cut him from the 
will.
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SENATOR



(reacting)
Oh come on now - what's Mickey, not 
over twenty, and you're playing 
that kind of hardball with him?

GATLIN



(honest)



I miss him, Rudy - you can't 
imagine, how I miss him. Just me 
here, old house gone. Weird times, 
I tell you - weird times.



SENATOR



You McGrabbins hold your liquor 
better than you hold your women.

GATLIN



Shit though - good to have you 
around again. Ever since you got 
elected, you been one stranger 
around here.



There's a moment of compassionate silence between them.



They see HUTI through the window, talking animatedly beside 
her model.

SENATOR



So, what about her?



GATLIN



Oh, she's been good to me. I don't 
know, it's something I never knew 
before - she's like some angel come 
into my life. I don't have any idea 
though, really, who she is, what 
she's doing here - she just sort of 
dropped in from outer space.



Another FRIEND comes out to join them. He looks down at the 
north end of the beach.

FRIEND



So, is that where your lady’s dream 
resort is going? (beat) What's all 
that down there - that the 
squatters I heard about?



GATLIN



Bunch of damn militants, local punk 
kids.
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HUTI is suddenly at his side. She takes his arm, he bends, 
kisses her - she nods toward the settlement.

HUTI
(slightly pushy)



Gatlin promises them gone every day 
but look, they're still there.



GATLIN



(bothered)
Court order's due next week.



FRIEND



Ah - court order, takes months.

Huti drifts off into another conversation. The Senator takes 
Gatlin's arm, guides him into a quiet spot.



SENATOR



Listen, Gatlin, that's why I busted 
ass to fly over tonight. People in 
Honolulu, same in Washington you 
know, they're just slightly nervous 
about you stirring up sovereignty 
publicity right now. The news has 
picked it up, you must know that. 
And the issue’s gotten downright 
explosive, whole world’s watching.



GATLIN



(reacting)
No way I'm going to let those 
squatters take over my beach.



SENATOR



(serious)
Gatlin - we've been helping each 
other all these years, we can talk 
open here. You remember how I 
cleared opposition to your 
subdivision, and just now pushed 
through those plans for your resort 
down there. This time, I'm asking 
you for a favor. My back’s against 
the wall on that situation down 
there.
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GATLIN



(determined)



Ask another favor, ask anything, 
you got it, I give you anything - 
but those squatters down there are 
moving, one way or another, off my 
side of the lagoon.



Rudy pauses, stares Gatlin down a moment, then says quietly.

SENATOR



Then you just might lose that 
entire beach. 

GATLIN



(reacting)
What!

SENATOR



Back in Washington, what with the 
truth about the overthrow that's 
come out - who knows what's going 
to be sacrificed, to get us out of 
this mess. And that lagoon down 
there is on the list, that's what 
I'm here to tell you.



GATLIN



(exploding at this)
Well goddamn, you know as well as I 
do - if you give them that lagoon, 
they'll want the whole Island, the 
entire Pacific Ocean.



SENATOR



Listen to me, Gatlin. There's got 
to be some give and take here.



GATLIN



And here all along, I thought you 
had some backbone.

SENATOR



(patiently)



All I'm saying is, please - go easy 
on those people down there, let's 
take time to -

GATLIN



They had their time - they've been 
trespassing over a year now, I gave 
them full legal warning - they're 
off, Rudy.
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Gatlin turns and walks away, hurt and angry - Rudy stands 
there watching him, upset too.



DISSOLVE TO:



INT. CROMME PLANTATION HOUSE - NIGHT

GLENNA is sitting alone, reading. She glances at the Cromme 
family photos of old-time relaxed colonial days on the 
plantation - she’s lonely.

She HEARS a car pulling up - goes to the door, opens it. 



UMBERTO comes in, upset.



GLENNA



Umberto, what's the matter?

UMBERTO



There is something, you must know.



GLENNA
My friend - what is it?

He walks around the living room - ends up staring at a 
picture of Vince and Gatlin together on the beach.

UMBERTO



This is difficult, for me to go 
against Vince's wishes. But you 
will discover the truth soon 
anyway. And I cannot continue like 
this, to the end.

GLENNA



Please, tell me.



UMBERTO



This is not my fault, please. I 
advised Vince to close down the 
refinery six years ago, back when 
Gatlin closed his. But Vince, he 
could not end the life of our 
plantation. So without telling you 
or anyone, he continued losing 
money, to keep our small world here 
alive - losing very much money.

Umberto drops silent a moment - Glenna remains silent too, 
quietly awaiting his final words.
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UMBERTO



Two years ago, finally the banks 
were going to foreclose. Vince went 
to Gatlin, and Gatlin loaned him a 
large amount. It grieves me to tell 
you this - but much of our land 
will soon go to Gatlin, if we 
cannot somehow bring in funds. So 
you see, I must come to you, to let 
you know the truth - before you 
find out from someone else.

Umberto comes over to Glenna - holds her gently - but she 
pushes back, defiance flaring in her expression.



GLENNA



Vince was wrong, to never let me 
know about anything - he was like 
his father. But I’m not going to 
give in. I am going to find a way. 
Gatlin will never get this land, 
Umberto. I swear to you.



DISSOLVE TO:



EXT. CROMME SUGAR CANE REFINERY - A FEW WEEKS LATER



The old building is smoking from its wide smokestacks, with 
trucks backed up five deep waiting to unload their cane. We 
stay on the machinery and workers for a moment.

INT. REFINERY OFFICE



GLENNA and UMBERTO are in the run-down office talking 
seriously about the books. 

The phone rings, she takes it, talks with a creditor. She 
seems strong, taking the challenge.

She looks out the window - sees GATLIN come driving fast into 
the busy scene, get out of his pickup.



Gatlin walks into the office, his expression tough but 
vulnerable.



GLENNA



How dare you come here - out!



GATLIN



(determined)



Please, Glenna - we gotta talk.
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GLENNA



I have absolutely nothing to talk 
to you about - ever in this 
lifetime.

Gatlin meets Umberto's hard eyes - then speaks to Glenna.



GATLIN



Hell you don't.



Glenna looks at Umberto - nods with her head for him to leave 
the room.



Alone, Gatlin and Glenna face each other off.

GATLIN



(genuine)
Damn terrible about Vince, going so 
sudden like he did. You should have 
invited me to the funeral - that 
hurt.

GLENNA



(hostile)
Not any way as much as you hurt him 
- sent him to his grave ten years 
early.



GATLIN



(floundering)



But that night with Becky, it just 
happened, I didn't plan it, it 
wasn't - so just shoot me, things 
happen - and regardless, we gotta 
talk.

GLENNA



(remaining hard)



So - talk.



GATLIN



About Becky.



GLENNA



She wants absolutely nothing to do 
with you. Period.

GATLIN



(emotional)



But - the baby.



GLENNA



I told you she wants nothing to -
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GATLIN



(shouting)
But that's my child - our child! I 
got my rights, my duties, as the 
father.



GLENNA



(cutting)
Oh, you're utterly unbelievable, 
Gatlin. Demon ugly. You rape a 
girl, then you want to claim the 
baby.

GATLIN



(raising his voice)
That wasn't rape, damnit!



GLENNA



It was rape!



GATLIN



But we were both - at least I 
thought - and then it just -



GLENNA



(compressed anger)
You get out of here!



Gatlin glowers at her, hard now instead of vulnerable. He 
takes a document out of his pocket, throws it on her desk.

GATLIN



So you want to fight - alright 
then. This note is due tomorrow. 
You give me rights to see my baby, 
or I'm doing you in. Tell Becky to 
come visit me, bring our baby - and 
tell Lokokani, he gets his gang off 
my land like the injunction told 
them - or I'm bulldozing them the 
fuck off my land.

GLENNA



You do that - prove your utter 
diseased soul.

GATLIN



But that's my land!



GLENNA



(even, cutting)
Like the baby is your baby. Rape 
and pillage. The McGrabbin way.
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Gatlin glowers at her - stomps out.

DISSOLVE TO:



EXT. GATLIN'S BEACH - DAY



Near the rocks 200 yards from the lagoon, SURVEYORS are out 
marking off the upper end of the beach with red flags. A 
security guard stands nearby. An access road is also being 
staked.



GATLIN and HUTI stand side by side with architect's drawings.

HUTI
You will never know, this is such 
fulfillment you are allowing me. I 
shall be forever thankful.

She comes into his arms - but his glance looks south a few 
hundred yards, to the Hawaiian settlement on both sides of 
the lagoon.



FADE TO:



EXT. GATLIN'S BEACH - THAT NIGHT

From the lagoon, several HAWAIIANS come sneaking up along the 
beach. They turn inland, and start pulling up the stakes from 
the planned resort site.



An armed GUARD comes running after them.

GUARD
Hey, stop - stop or I'll shoot!

He fires warning shots over their heads - they take off. We 
see that it's LOKOKANI and his friends.

The guard thinks they’ve gone, and relaxes.



Suddenly he’s attacked from behind roughly, beaten up a bit 
before he’s allowed to take off running up the hill.



DISSOLVE TO:



INT. LONDON RECORDING STUDIO



MICHAEL sits watching a small screen while working intently 
at multiple keyboards, sound samplers and computer equipment, 
composing the soundtrack to a movie. 
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Hard at work, he seems fulfilled here, totally within his own 
successful world.

He’s interrupted by a phonecall.

MICHAEL



(impatiently)



Yeah - what is it?

INT. CROMME HOME



GLENNA is alone in the house, standing at the phone.



GLENNA



Mickey, it's me, Glenna. 



INT. STUDIO



MICHAEL is jolted - his face turns ashen.

MICHAEL



God - what is it? Not Rebecca -

GLENNA



Oh - no, no. She's fine.



Michael breathes his relief.



MICHAEL



Ah - thank God.



GLENNA



(tensing)
It's your father.

MICHAEL



What!

GLENNA



No, not that. His health seems 
fine. It's just that, things have 
gone all crazy - and perhaps, 
because you’re the heir, you should 
know what’s happening here.

MICHAEL



(hesitant)
Know - what?



GLENNA



When did you last talk with Gatlin?
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MICHAEL



Not since - not since the night it 
all happened.

GLENNA



(determined)



Well your father, he’s is preparing 
to do something - something wrong, 
here on the land. And somehow I 
feel - Mickey, it's all become so, 
so desperate. Perhaps you can come 
home right now, talk reason to him, 
stop him before it's - too late.

MICHAEL



Too late for what?

GLENNA



(beat) Well, after you left, a 
Hawaiian community came into being 
down along the lagoon, with Rebecca 
as one of its leaders. And now your 
father threatens to destroy the 
community. There might be - 
violence. Please, Mickey, the 
family needs you - now.

Michael stares - emotions a mess - then he suddenly decides.

MICHAEL



Okay, I’ll come. It's been driving 
me crazy anyway.



GLENNA



Oh, good, thankyou. And hurry 
Mickey - please.



Glenna hangs up the phone - stands there, emotions strong.

DISSOLVE TO:



EXT. BEACH - SEVERAL DAYS LATER

A loud violent mechanical sound attacks the soundtrack as we 
focus tight on fast-moving machinery moving through sand.



The overpowering sound is from three BULLDOZERS driving along 
the beach - along with several dump trucks and skip-loaders.

They come massively through the sand, then turn in unison - 
aimed directly at the two dozen bamboo huts on Gatlin’s side 
of the lagoon.
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REBECCA with her BABY, along with LOKOKANI and TAPO and the 
others in the settlement, come out and stare at the monster 
dozers threatening their homes.

CUT TO:



EXT. AIRPORT - SAME TIME



MICHAEL comes off a jet, with his girlfriend DANIELLE. She’s 
perceptive, quiet, watching Michael closely.

RENTACAR OFFICE - AIRPORT



As MICHAEL rents a car and heads off through the balmy air, 
he isn't paying DANIELLE much attention - he looks grim.



DANIELLE
So - are you going to tell me, now 
that we're here, what -

MICHAEL



I don't know, I told you. I don't 
know anything.

She eyes him as he drives - then turns her head and looks out 
the window at the Hawaiian countryside.



CUT TO:



EXT. BEACH

A dozen POLICE 4x4 PICKUPS and VANS come roaring down onto 
the beach from Gatlin's new access road - they spin around 
and face the Hawaiians.

Three dozen armed officers jump from the vehicles - along 
with GATLIN and the SHERIFF, and HUTI.



In the distance, defiant in front of their hand-made shacks, 
30 HAWAIIANS stand ready.

Gatlin and the Sheriff walk toward the Hawaiians - until 
they're face to face.



LOKOKANI steps forward.
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GATLIN



(matter-of-factly)
So, Loko, you didn't listen to 
reason - now you either get your 
illegal asses off my land, or we're 
going to bulldoze you off, along 
with those eye-sore sheds of yours.

LOKOKANI
(brave)



This is our homeland - this is 
sacred ground. We’re not leaving.



SHERIFF



(formal)



You've had your official notices. 
You now have fifteen minutes to 
clear the area - or be arrested and 
taken into custody.



CUT TO:



EXT. ROAD TO THE CROMME PLANTATION



MICHAEL and DANIELLE come driving - take the turn-off and 
head down the long Cromme driveway.

CUT TO:



EXT. GATLIN'S SIDE OF THE LAGOON

REBECCA is standing with her BABY and her Hawaiian FRIENDS, 
staring at GATLIN and the POLICE as LOKOKANI walks back to 
them, shaking his head.

REBECCA



(determined)



I will speak with him.

LOKOKANI
No, don’t do that.

But Rebecca hands her baby to a friend, and walks over to 
where Gatlin and the Sheriff are talking beside the 
bulldozers.



Gatlin turns, faces her eye to eye a moment.

GATLIN



Becky.
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REBECCA



(formally)
I ask you, in the name of decency 
and fairness to the Hawaiian 
people, to leave us in peace on 
this sacred ground.



GATLIN



Ah Beck - you gotta understand, you 
can't just blatantly break the law. 
I've been goddamn patient an entire 
year. Now you gotta get off - I 
mean it - scoot.



REBECCA



(calm but hitting hard)
So - you are going to bulldoze your 
own child.



Gatlin, struck emotionally, falters - the Sheriff speaks.



SHERIFF



(explaining)



There’ll be no bulldozing except 
buildings. We'll move you all off 
the beach first - you gotta obey 
the law.

REBECCA



You know in your hearts that the 
original white take-over of this 
land was a robbery.



GATLIN



Damnit Becky, let the courts decide 
that. My patience is up - I want my 
land clear of this rabble.

She eyes him hotly - then speaks quietly but defiantly.



REBECCA



You have it backwards. It is this 
land that yearns to be clear of 
people like you.



Gatlin stares her down - she doesn’t give in. 



He growls at her - turns and walks heatedly away - waves a 
hand to the sheriff.



CUT TO:
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EXT. CROMME PLANTATION HOUSE



With DANIELLE beside him, MICHAEL comes walking down from the 
Cromme house toward the lagoon. He's still mostly ignoring 
her, in a manic trance. 



She pulls him to a stop.



DANIELLE
Michael - stop it, stop treating me 
like I'm not here! Whose home is 
this anyway?



He stares at her a moment.

MICHAEL



Rebecca's.



He turns away, heads for the lagoon.

EXT. WOODS

We see MICHAEL walking through the part of the woods where 
the whole blow-up sexual scene happened. He winces -



We see a raw wild FLASHBACK of him and REBECCA making love -

DANIELLE is watching him - confused - upset.

They suddenly HEAR shouting - violent shouting. MICHAEL takes 
off running toward the lagoon.



EXT. LAGOON AND BEACH



MICHAEL and DANIELLE come running to the water shore, stop - 
and stare across the lagoon.



They see an ugly violent scene - of POLICE arresting and 
hauling Hawaiian RESISTERS off into vans.

Michael sees REBECCA being put into a van.



LOKOKANI passively resists arrest, gets carried off too. He 
finally flares up with anger - gets violently subdued.



Michael spies his own FATHER, standing sternly with the 
SHERIFF, watching all this happening.



The vans depart, the BULLDOZERS start up.
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MICHAEL stands aghast as the bulldozers approach the bamboo 
huts on the other side of the lagoon. 



Michael shouts out across the lagoon in anger.



MICHAEL



Stop that- stop!



No one hears him.

EXT. LAGOON BY HUTS

HUTI comes running as the bulldozers demolish three huts.



HUTI
(to the drivers)



Wait - wait! Stop, don't!



GATLIN comes quick over to her.

GATLIN



But what're you doing, I thought -



Huti's expression is bright with a new idea.

HUTI
I just realized, this is it - these 
are entirely perfect, these 
structures - don't touch them!



Gatlin stares at Huti as if she's crazy - but waves the 
bulldozers away.



EXT. OTHER SIDE OF THE LAGOON



GLENNA comes suddenly up to MICHAEL'S side. She looks 
seriously shaken, holding Rebecca's BABY in her arms.

MICHAEL



What . . .



GLENNA



Mickey - come, stay away. You’re 
too late.

She leads him back toward her house.

CUT TO:
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INT. CROMME PLANTATION HOUSE



GLENNA and MICHAEL and DANIELLE come into the relative 
darkness of the living room. Glenna is focused on the BABY, 
cooing to it to keep it from crying.

Michael is about to explode.



MICHAEL



So, what was that?

GLENNA



Your father evicting the Hawaiians 
from his side of the lagoon.



Glenna turns her attention again to the baby.

MICHAEL



(looking at the baby)



What's, who's -



Glenna looks him evenly, bravely in the eye.

GLENNA



This is Keli’ikoa, Rebecca's child 
(beat) from your father.



Michael is stunned a moment - then starts to remember.



We have a FLASHBACK - of him having full intercourse with 
Rebecca -



MICHAEL



But before he, I - no, that’s not - 
Jeez. She's maybe, Christ - mine.



Glenna is watching him closely, trying to grasp what's going 
on in his mind - suddenly she inhales, gets the picture.



GLENNA



No - not you too - before . . .

Michael is staring at the baby.

Danielle has been standing back, somewhat out of the picture.

DANIELLE
(tentative)



The mother - she went to jail?
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GLENNA



(jolted)



Oh, my God, I forgot, I've got to 
arrange their bail - here, please, 
hold Keli’ikoa, I must phone.



She hands Michael the baby. He’s almost afraid to touch the 
tiny being - now he has her in his arms.

FADE TO:



EXT. BACK ROAD - SAME AFTERNOON

MICHAEL and DANIELLE drive along the road between the Cromme 
plantation and the McGrabbin plantation.

Danielle is as upset as Michael, with her own emotions.



DANIELLE
Please, tell me - the baby...



MICHAEL



(closed)



I don't want'a talk about it.



DANIELLE
(exploding)



How can we have a relationship if 
you won't be honest with me? Tell 
me - is that beautiful baby yours?



MICHAEL



(mumbling)
Mine - or my fathers.



Danielle stares at Michael, shocked by his words.

CUT TO:



EXT. GATLIN'S NEW HOUSE

MICHAEL and DANIELLE arrive at the great glass and steel 
structure. He cuts the engine. They sit a moment. He's 
looking to where the old plantation house once was - he can't 
believe his eyes.

We see a flash of the house, before - then we're back to the 
present -
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MICHAEL



Holy shit . . . gone - there was a 
house there - our house!



He comes out of the car in a rage, goes fast up the great 
stone steps of the new house - 

He passes the old Japanese GARDENER, looks hard into the old 
man's knowing eyes - stomps up to the front door, pushes the 
door open - enters.



INT. GATLIN'S HOUSE



MICHAEL bursts into the living room.

GATLIN is standing, staring down over the bay and lagoon - he 
spins around as if expecting to be attacked.

MICHAEL



What's going on, where the fuck's 
our house?

Gatlin is shocked by his son's unexpected presence.



GATLIN



Jeez - Mickey!

His expression brightens as he goes walking with open arms 
toward his son - but gets pushed away - rejected.

MICHAEL



Where's our house, what'd you do to 
it - what happened!



GATLIN



(off-center)



Oh - it - burnt ...



Hearing these words, Michael's suddenly out of steam.

MICHAEL



Burnt - God -

HUTI comes into the room - stares at Michael.

HUTI
Mickey?



MICHAEL



(hostile)
Ah - I should've known.
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DANIELLE comes walking into the house, sees the three people 
staring each other off - they all look to her.



The phone rings - Gatlin answers it, then looks at Michael.

GATLIN



Uhm - it's for you.



INT. CROMME HOUSE

GLENNA is standing at the phone.

GLENNA



Mickey, there you are. I was 
thinking, perhaps - perhaps you 
should come, when I post bail.



INT. MCGRABBIN HOUSE



MICHAEL



Uhm - you think she wants me?



GLENNA



I’ll meet you there.



Michael hangs up the phone, glares a moment at Gatlin - walks 
out without saying anything, nor even acknowledging 
Danielle’s presence.



GATLIN



Wait, Mickey - please, don’t go.

Michael’s gone. Gatlin looks crestfallen.

CUT TO:



INT. LOCAL COUNTY JAIL - SAME AFTERNOON



REBECCA is locked up in a cell, with LOKOKANI, NALANI, MANU 
and several of the HAWAIIANS.



LOKOKANI
(fuming)



I won't be attacked like that 
again, not on my own family’s 
ancestral land - this is war.



REBECCA



But, it takes time -
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He's in an extreme state, ready to lash out at anyone.



LOKOKANI
You're not Hawaiian by blood, you 
can't know what it feels like to be 
living peacefully on your native 
soil - and then be taken, by force.

REBECCA



(hurt)
I was there with you, I have those 
same feelings, I was born on this 
island, this is my homeland too.

LOKOKANI
(stiff)



No - it's different.



REBECCA



You hurt me, saying that.



He eyes her sharply.



LOKOKANI
I tell you, I could see - you're 
still caught up with McGrabbin - 
you two. You've got his child.



She remembers a FLASHBACK to Michael making love with her -

REBECCA



(vague)



Maybe, not his child . . .

LOKOKANI
What!

REBECCA



(confessing)



There was Mickey too, just before.



LOKOKANI
(shocked)

What you mean - Mickey?

REBECCA



I don't know, which -



She turns her head, bites her lip, fights back tears -
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LOKOKANI
(staying hard)

Well what does it matter, they're 
both McGrabbins.



Rebecca turns her head, eyes glistening, stares intensely at 
Lokokani, as we -

DISSOLVE TO:



EXT. JAIL



Local and national REPORTERS are waiting outside the jail as 
REBECCA, LOKOKANI and the other HAWAIIANS come walking out

Reporters and film crews surround them.



REPORTER 1



Excuse me - for the national press, 
could you explain how you justify 
your recent non-violent take-over 
of private-owned American property?

Lokokani speaks with quite lucid words.



LOKOKANI
In 1893, Hawaii was invaded by 
American Marines, our Queen was 
taken in chains, and the foreign 
missionaries and sugar planters 
took over. Hawaii is an occupied 
territory - the American government 
has been in violation of inter-
national law since 1893.



He looks to his fellow Hawaiians - continues speaking.

LOKOKANI
Hawaii is no more legally a part of 
the United States than is Tahiti, 
Tonga - Texas or Alaska for that 
matter. The land was stolen, and 
now we’re taking it back.



REPORTER
But that's not practical - 
everything's changed, Hawaii is 
part of America now.



LOKOKANI
If you steal something, by law you 
must return it.
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GLENNA comes up beside Rebecca, and a local reporter 
recognizes her.



REPORTER 2



(addressing Glenna)
Mrs. Cromme, what is your position 
now - are you allowing the Hawaiian 
settlement to remain on your side 
of the lagoon?

GLENNA



Yes, they are entirely welcome. In 
fact, I am considering deeding a 
portion of my land to them.

REPORTER 1



We understand that Mr. McGrabbin 
intends to have the health 
department evict the settlers on 
your side of the lagoon, because of 
health violations. Do you feel he 
is in the right?



GLENNA



Gatlin has no conscience regarding 
the native population, he's like so 
many of the immigrant off-spring - 
lacking due respect and reverence 
for what was here before them.



We see Rebecca as she spies a young woman standing over on 
the sidewalk, holding Rebecca's BABY. It's DANIELLE. 

Beside the young woman, she sees - MICHAEL.



Rebecca breaks from the interview, runs over to her baby, 
takes her in her arms - glowers at Michael.



REBECCA



(hostile)
What are you doing here?



MICHAEL



I - I don't really know.



REBECCA



(near tears)



Well go away, leave us alone - 
leave me alone.

Michael is hurt - he turns and walks gruffly off to his car.

Glenna comes over to Rebecca.
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REBECCA



What's he doing here?



GLENNA



Please, Becky, I asked him to come. 
Maybe he can help.

REBECCA



The last thing we need is more 
McGrabbin help.



She turns and walks, with her baby, back to the Hawaiian 
group - which is now departing in cars.



GLENNA



(calling after her)
Becky, wait - you must give him a 
chance. He came with an open heart.

REBECCA



I don’t care. This is my child - 
they have nothing to do with us!

She gets into a car, drives off - Glenna looks saddened.



FADE TO:



EXT. ROAD TO GATLIN'S HOUSE

MICHAEL and DANIELLE are driving in silence, there's tension 
between them. Finally Danielle speaks up.

DANIELLE
The baby - you should have told me.

Michael is struggling with his own feelings.

MICHAEL



Right now, leave me alone.

DANIELLE
You are alone, so alone you can't 
even - tell me, why on earth did 
you bring me along?



MICHAEL



(exploding)



I had no idea, that she'd had a 
baby.

Danielle tries to hold her voice even.
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DANIELLE
So - now that you know, I assume 
you are going to go back to her, 
her and the baby.

MICHAEL



Are you kidding - you saw how she 
acted.



DANIELLE
(reacting)

Oh - but if she had opened her arms 
to you, you would have dropped me, 
just like that.



MICHAEL



I tell you - I didn't know about 
anything happening here.



DANIELLE
(deciding)

I don't need this - I don't want to 
be any part of this. I’m leaving.



MICHAEL



Danielle, ease up.

DANIELLE
Take me to the airport.

MICHAEL



Airport?

DANIELLE
I'm a free person. I want to leave.

Michael stares at her, as if dealt another blow.



DISSOLVE TO:



INT. GATLIN'S HOUSE - LATER THAT DAY

GATLIN is pacing his living room, a drink in one hand, a 
phone in the other. The phone rings - he downs his drink.



INT. CLASSY LAWYER'S OFFICE

A sedate middle-aged lawyer, KENNETH ROBINSON - sober 
conservative corporate consultant - is at his desk, on the 
phone.
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KENNETH



(matter-of-fact)



So, what do you see down there - 
have they re-occupied?

EXT. BALCONY



GATLIN walks out onto his balcony with the phone and his 
binoculars. He raises the glasses to his eyes and looks.



GATLIN



They’re not on my side yet - but 
they're back on Glenna's.



KENNETH



You give the word, I phone this 
complaint in to the health 
department.



Gatlin struggles with the decision - grits his teeth.

GATLIN



Okay - do it.

He punches off his phone - looks again to the lagoon.

EXT. LAGOON



We see through his glasses, several HAWAIIANS returning to 
their daily rituals.



EXT. BALCONY



GATLIN takes the glasses down - his expression a conflicting 
mess of emotions.

He walks into the living room - we follow him.



INT. LIVING ROOM



GATLIN



(muttering)



Damn them - who do they think they 
are!

He pours himself another drink.

The front door bangs open. In walks MICHAEL - alone, 
exhausted - holding his suitcase and keyboard case. 
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He glances at his father - scowls at the drink.



MICHAEL



(tight)



So - am I welcome in this ugly 
monstrosity?



GATLIN



(conciliatory)
Listen, Mickey - I mean sure, up 
the stairs, down the hall, any of 
them up there - but please, you 
gotta understand -

MICHAEL



(biting-tired)
I don't gotta understand anything. 
I just need a place to sleep off 
jet lag.

He turns and walks upstairs without looking back. Gatlin 
glares after him.

We hear strange wet sucking sounds -

FADE TO:



INT. DARK ENCLOSED SPACE - SAME DAY, EVENING NOW



Camera's so tight on something we're impressionistic at 
first, just colors. Then we pull back slightly to reveal a 
BABY sucking at a full breast.



A sudden noise makes the baby start - pull back from the 
nipple - stare into space.

We see REBECCA's startled face as she looks up.



Candlelight casts flickering shadows in the native Hawaiian 
hut, as a dark shadow of a MAN comes fast into the hut.



He kneels down before mother and child - it's LOKOKANI, in an 
agitated mood.

LOKOKANI
Hear me. I'm sorry, about what I 
said, at the jail. 



She meets his eyes - nods.
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LOKOKANI
You must come now, we're talking 
and you're a part - you must be 
there.



REBECCA



I'm nursing - fifteen minutes.



LOKOKANI
You must speak your peace now - or 
we're acting without you.



She reacts, her voice sharp.



REBECCA



My baby comes first - what's this 
struggle all about, if not for a 
baby's peace at the breast?

LOKOKANI
Hey, we’re ready to kill, we’re 
deciding who does what - and we’re 
deciding now.

REBECCA



There exists only one way now, to 
deal with all this . . .



LOKOKANI
And what way is that?



REBECCA



You tell them I will be there in 
five minutes.

INT. HUT - FIVE MINUTES LATER



The BABY is still sporadically sucking, but almost asleep.

REBECCA puts her child in a soft nest, looks down at the tiny 
girl.



REBECCA



(to the baby)



Ah Keli’i - I am afraid suddenly. I 
feel this current, pulling me -

She stands abruptly, looks a final time at her sleeping baby - 
then walks quickly from the hut.
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EXT. A BONFIRE ON THE BEACH

From REBECCA's POV we approach the fire, hear voices raised 
in argument - voices speaking in native HAWAIIAN.

We cut to a POV of Rebecca approaching the fire - coming to a 
pause and looking around at the members of the gathering.



There's a tense, slightly reverent silence as she walks 
closer to the half-circle of a dozen Hawaiians, comes to a 
stop. 

The crashing of surf and crackling of fire accentuate the 
silence.

REBECCA



(in English)



Where is Tapo?

MANU
He’s coming later.

REBECCA



So - what's happening?

NALANI



We are thinking - the men, they 
should go up to the house tonight, 
speak hard with Gatlin - maybe 
intimidate him so that he changes 
his mind.

MANU
Break his neck, you mean.



MANU
If Gatlin is gone, then Mickey and 
your child, they are the McGrabbin 
heirs. Then there’s help - that’s 
one solution. And you tell us - 
does Gatlin deserve to live, or 
should Pele strike.



Rebecca sits down, stares at the fire - turns her head, looks 
around at the group of Hawaiians with an intense somber gaze.

REBECCA



Lokokani has said to me, that it 
makes a difference that I have no 
Hawaiian blood. Is that how it is 
with all of you?
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MANU
Blood is important to us - if it 
wasn't for our ancestors, we 
wouldn't exist. But if your heart 
is with us, this is good enough. We 
know, in your heart, you are 
Hawaiian.

Most others around the fire murmur their agreement.

LOKOKANI
(struggling)



What I said in the jail, it had to 
do with - with your child, with you 
and the father -



NALANI



Damn you, Loko - that man raped 
her!

LOKOKANI
(emphatic)

But the two of them, her and 
Gatlin, they were, I saw them a 
hundred times, there was always 
some strong bond between them - and 
Rebecca, her opinion in this 
situation, it remains touched by 
this.

REBECCA



What Lokokani says, I do not deny 
it. He always liked me, I loved 
him, he was my favorite uncle until 
I felt, that afternoon - like this 
island - felt him force himself 
violent into me.



Rebecca is suddenly overwhelmed by some stark passion -



REBECCA



I say to you - I am determined that 
that man shall not rape anyone, 
anything, and certainly not this 
lagoon, ever again.



There's a moment silence - then:

EVERYONE
(in Hawaiian)



Bravo!



Rebecca is staring into the fire.
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REBECCA



(determined)



I am going up myself, alone, to 
meet with him.

LOKOKANI
No! That’s exactly what he wants.



REBECCA



(quiet but tough)



So this is where I shall have power 
over him.

She gets up - walks off.



CUT TO:



EXT. GATLIN'S BALCONY



GATLIN is standing with his binoculars.



HUTI comes up beside him, dressed a casual sexual knock-out - 
her arms go around him from behind.

HUTI
So - are your natives restless 
tonight?

GATLIN



(upset)



You have no idea - you have no 
roots here on this island - you 
can't imagine what this is all 
about.



She pauses, reflects.



HUTI
(matter-of-factly)

No? This is about the profane 
present moment being threatened by 
the oh-so-sacred past. This is 
about private ownership versus 
communal consciousness. And 
especially, this is about you 
having seduced a hauntingly 
beautiful girl, who raises your 
child without allowing you a single 
nod of parental acknowledgement.

She pauses - he doesn’t reply.
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HUTI
Most importantly, this is about 
whether Gatlin McGrabbin can become 
a free man, create a new life with 
a new woman - or whether the 
McGrabbin curse is impossible to 
throw forever off your back.



GATLIN



(beat) Well there - you said it.

HUTI
(soothingly)



Bur Gatlin, this is not a unique 
situation, my own people have 
always endured such feelings, such 
conflicts on our own islands. The 
choice remains - to throw off the 
past, to create your own reality, 
or to allow these paltry others to 
suck you into their lost-cause 
sentiments.



Gatlin doesn’t react - he walks over, opens a bird cage, 
reaches and strokes a parrot on the top of its skittish head.

GATLIN



What I wonder, what possesses me - 
is whether there’s ever any real 
choice - in what I did, in what we 
do.



HUTI
(emphatic)

Yes! This is what makes at least a 
few human beings transcendent - 
that we employ our power of mind to 
reflect, to choose - and to act 
upon our choices!

He stares down at the lagoon.



GATLIN



(beat) So I've acted - I've kicked 
them off my land.

HUTI
And now you feel - fear.



GATLIN



Well just look at them down there. 
The fire.  I know, they're plotting 
right this minute - against me.
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HUTI
But this is your land! The law 
protects you - they go to jail 
immediately if they violate any of 
the laws of this land.

He stands staring down at the pinpoint of bonfire light -



GATLIN



But you don’t get it. I know them - 
they're not living by American laws 
anymore, they've dropped back, down 
into some ancient world. I feel it - 
they could do anything.

HUTI
Well then just don't go down there. 
And call the Sheriff to provide 
protection - he offered.



Gatlin eyes her - shakes his head - walks inside.

INT. GATLIN'S HOUSE



GATLIN is pouring himself a drink.



HUTI comes up behind him, puts her arms around him.



HUTI
(softly)



Now what's really bothering you - 
it's Michael, correct?

GATLIN



Maybe.



HUTI
Michael is your only son - and I 
hope that there can come a new 
light, new love, between you.



GATLIN



Hey - I fucking had forced 
intercourse with his girlfriend! 
Total violation - and he's not the 
kind to forgive and forget. You saw 
how he acted today.



Huti moves soothingly against him, to relax him. She makes a 
sexually-arousing overture that Gatlin at first resists - 
then responds to.
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HUTI
You must hold to the primary truth - 
he is your son. He honors you. He 
has come home seeking a new 
beginning.



GATLIN



(weakening)



I tell you I'd give anything, 
anything...



She leads him away from all his thoughts and concerns, into 
the bedroom ...



CUT TO:



INT. GLENNA'S HOUSE



GLENNA is sitting alone, knitting with a frenzy.



The front door bangs open. In comes REBECCA. She goes running 
up the stairs. Glenna stands up - shocked - looks after her. 

REBECCA comes bursting back down the stairs.

REBECCA



I'm going - to confront Gatlin.

GLENNA



No you're not.

REBECCA



(determined)



I'm taking the car.



Rebecca goes running out the front door.

EXT. CROMME FRONT YARD

REBECCA comes running outside, over to the car.



There's TAPO standing there as if awaiting her - they 
confront each other silently.



REBECCA



I must go, I have to - it's our 
only chance.



They have strong eye contact - then she takes off to the car.

CUT TO:
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(MORE)

EXT. ROAD



REBECCA drives fast along the deserted back road - we stay on 
her wild expression as emotions grow to explosion pitch.



She REMEMBERS the sexual scene between her and Gatlin as it 
flashes though her mind, from her POV - 

She pounds the wheel violently - her pent-up anger finally 
bursting forth.



CUT TO:



INT. GATLIN'S HOUSE - SAME TIME

HUTI is in the kitchen cooking up a culinary masterpiece.



GATLIN is in the living room, looking down at the MODEL of 
the resort complex - which Huti has expanded.

We see that the glass/bronze cave-dwelling concept remains on 
the north end of the beach, built into the volcanic 
outcropping - but now there's also development down at the 
lagoon, on both sides.

Huti has built stick shacks in the native Hawaiian mode all 
along the lagoon. The lagoon is dredged and expanded, with a 
canoe or motorboat alongside each bungalow.



Huti is suddenly beside Gatlin.

HUTI
This is pure judo - we open to the 
native energy, create the ultimate 
Hawaiian experience, encompass that 
which we almost destroyed. Perhaps 
the Hawaiians can even be 
encouraged to join us.

Gatlin is upset with the model.

GATLIN



Huti, damn you - you’ve put huts 
over on Vince's side. You’re 
actually expecting me to act on my 
note.

HUTI
(with certainty)



Yes - this is what makes the 
ultimate sense. 
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HUTI(cont'd)
Once the pure logic of destiny is 
perceived, what choice is there?

GATLIN



There's my choice!

HUTI
(tempering his reaction)

Of course, of course - this is only 
a model, only the inspiration which 
came to me, just as the bulldozers 
were set to destroy the huts - to 
instead embrace that which already 
exists, and advance ourselves into 
the ever-expanding eco-tourism 
future.



GATLIN



(dismissive)



They don't want your eco-tour 
future, they want to go back to the 
real Hawaiian life they lost back 
when we took over their island.

HUTI
But we all know - to go backwards 
in history is impossible. We can 
only go forward - and don’t you see 
yet? If we offer them a realistic 
compromise, we can greet their 
culture half-way, and advance into 
the future together.



GATLIN



Dredging that lagoon for tourist 
boats, that’s no compromise.



She comes over to him.

HUTI
In any case, this is only my first 
play with the inspiration. But tell 
me, do you approve the basic 
concept - of finding a way to bring 
the past and the present of this 
culture into harmonious union?



GATLIN



I don't know - give me time.



HUTI
Of course, of course.



She gives him a kiss - goes back into the kitchen.
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EXT. BALCONY



GATLIN appears, walks over to the parrot in its cage.

GATLIN



(to the parrot - upset))
Dredge the lagoon - eco-tours up 
paradise lane - fuck!



He walks over to his solitary vigil, stands watching the 
Hawaiians.

From behind him, with slow camera movements, we move as if 
threatening - closer -

The cold round metal hole of a pistol barrel pushes against 
Gatlin’s temple. He inhales sharply - freezes.



We hear the sound of a pistol cocking -



GATLIN



What the -



REBECCA



(threatening tone)
Quiet - no talking.



GATLIN



(realizing - fear)
Beck - don't.

REBECCA is close to him - extreme agitation on her face.



REBECCA



Why not - the same violation as you 
did, to me.



GATLIN



(pleading)
It wasn't like, I didn't mean, you 
let me -

REBECCA



(muttering)



Quiet! There is no choice, I must 
kill you now - someone will, 
someone must exterminate this 
McGrabbin plague upon our island. 
There is no other way. Accept your 
fate - accept what you deserve.
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GATLIN



(honest)



I loved you.



REBECCA



(condemning)



There is no love in you.



GATLIN



(giving up)



Pfff - just do it then - free me.



Lethal frozen moment -

Rebecca swings the pistol in slo mo - furiously hits Gatlin 
hard on the forehead, knocks him down.



She throws the cocked pistol at him - it goes off!

INT. BEDROOM UPSTAIRS



MICHAEL is in bed asleep. He jolts upright at the sound of 
the pistol discharge - hears Rebecca shouting down below.



REBECCA (V.O.)
I was weak - you should die! What 
you did today - they will kill you, 
if I don't.



Michael bolts out of bed, runs through the open sliding door 
out onto his small balcony overlooking the lower balcony.



EXT. BALCONY



MICHAEL looks down at the main balcony, sees REBECCA standing 
over GATLIN, who's in a daze, holding his head -

GATLIN



It's all gone wrong - God, my heart 
aches - you, with our child . . .



REBECCA



(tough)



How do you know it is your child - 
Mickey was inside me before you.

GATLIN



(shocked)
What - no, I -

She kicks him in her fury.
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REBECCA



How could you possibly call 
yourself a father - you were never 
even a father to your own son.



HUTI appears - shouts at Rebecca.



HUTI
(demanding)



What are you doing here!



Rebecca turns hot:

REBECCA



No - what are you doing here? Who 
do you think you are, that you come 
to our home and rape our land! You 
are the rapist, even more than him.

Huti is stunned - doesn't respond. Michael continues watching 
from above, without being noticed.



REBECCA



(with quiet force)
I tell you, both of you - go away, 
leave this island, stop disturbing 
the lagoon - or something 
absolutely devastating will happen, 
to both of you.



GATLIN



Becky, none of this - I didn't want 
any of this, all I want is for you 
to - forgive me.



Gatlin sits up, wipes the blood from his eyes. Huti comes 
over to him urgently.



REBECCA



Forgive you, after what you did? 
For rape of a body, of the land, 
there is no forgiveness.



GATLIN



But that wasn't - rape.

REBECCA



(biting)



Oh - not rape? Well then what - 
tender fatherly love?
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GATLIN



(pleading)
Becky, I always loved you, ever 
since you were little. Who knows 
why, you had my heart. And I felt, 
I knew, you always loved me.



REBECCA



(impassioned)



Not that way!

GATLIN



(admitting)



I know - I know.



Huti breaks in on them.

HUTI
(hotly, to Rebecca)

You leave now, or I call the 
Sheriff.

Rebecca takes a couple steps toward her, threateningly.



REBECCA



And I tell you - you leave here, 
leave this island, now - or we 
eliminate you.

Huti sees the pistol - grabs it, aims it at Rebecca.



HUTI
Ha! Now, you little heathen - the 
other way around.

Gatlin makes a move, stands up and grabs the pistol from 
Huti’s hand - throws it over the edge of the balcony.

GATLIN



Both of you - crazy.



Rebecca spies the new model for the lagoon through the window 
- goes through the sliding door.

INT. LIVING ROOM



REBECCA comes over to the model. Outraged - she reaches and 
with great power, violently overturns the entire display 
table.

HUTI comes after her, grabbing at her, screaming.
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HUTI
Stop - you savage!

GATLIN forces himself between them, halting the fight. 
Rebecca, breathing wild, stares at Huti a final lethal time -
then turns on Gatlin.



REBECCA



I hate you, I hate her - and we 
will see you dead before you ever 
touch our lagoon.

Rebecca spins, walks out of the house.



The front door slams shut - Huti collapses down in the mess 
of her ruined model.



Gatlin stands staring at the front door.

A car starts up - drives off.



Huti recovers enough to see the shattered expression on 
Gatlin's face. She stands, goes over and pours him a stout 
drink, hands it to him - he downs it.



GATLIN



(drifting)
She really hates me - there's not 
an ounce of love left.

HUTI
(professional)

You must listen to me now - what 
you have felt for that girl, what 
you called love - grown men and 
little girls, this is universal. 
You must let her go - this is your 
single fatal flaw, the hold that 
demented woman has on you. She 
hates you - can’t you see that?

Gatlin stands up, painfully touches his head wound.



GATLIN



She attacked me - she wanted to 
kill me. And I tell you, that 
night, she was the one - provoked 
me beyond my male limits.



HUTI
So - finally, reality.

GATLIN
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GATLIN



(angry)



I've been in some trance, all these 
years.



HUTI
She’s nothing more than a sexy 
devious selfish thing.

GATLIN



Yeah. Well I'm out of it. I say 
hell with her. After all my efforts 
to keep the peace - hell with all 
her and her Hawaiians.

HUTI
So - you're on my side, with the 
lagoon?



GATLIN



The nerve, to come busting in here 
like she did - that’s the end of my 
patience.

Huti takes his empty glass, goes and pours him another drink, 
returns with it.



HUTI
So, this is the time - become 
partners with me, Gatlin, on the 
lagoon as well as the cliff 
development.



Gatlin downs his drink.

GATLIN



I tell you - it wasn't rape! She's 
been turning me into a sexual 
monster - I ask you, am I a sexual 
monster?

HUTI
Of course not, she is the monster, 
to turn and try to destroy a man 
who loved her so deeply - I say let 
go of the past, team up with me on 
the lagoon - we'll whip them.



INT. LIVING ROOM - SHORT TIME LATER

HUTI is scribbling in a note pad - she finishes, hands the 
note pad to GATLIN sitting beside her.
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HUTI
Here’s a beginning agreement.



He's staring into space - he looks over the writing, barely 
reads any of it - takes the pen and signs.



Huti smiles to herself - takes the pad, walks from the room.

GATLIN



(still focused on Rebecca)



Little spoiled brat - heartless. 
That's my lagoon, both sides of it 
if I want - and I'll do what I want 
with it!

INT. HUTI'S UPSTAIRS STUDY

HUTI comes fast into the room, walks over to a large 
bookcase, pulls a picture book down. We see that the book 
already contains 2 hand-written contracts.



Huti rips the new contract from her notebook, puts the piece 
of paper in the book with the other two, and puts the book 
back up on the shelf.

She goes over to her desk and starts drawing new designs for 
the lagoon resort-complex. We see the plans - they're even 
more expansive than the model was.



HUTI
(satisfied)



I save this man from his own self.



INT. LIVING ROOM



GATLIN is sitting on the sofa, pretty much drunk and lost in 
self-pity.

He becomes conscious of something in the room - looks up.



There's MICHAEL standing over him. Michael looks jolted into 
some new state - almost menacing.



MICHAEL



(cutting)
What's this - a McGrabbin man 
finally broken down. Don’t you 
remember, you used to threaten to 
whip me if I cried.



Gatlin looks up at him, tears running down his cheeks.
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GATLIN



Ah, Mickey. You've no idea, what 
just -



MICHAEL



I saw it all, from up above. And I 
say, Rebecca shamed you both to 
hell and gone.

GATLIN



(muttering)



I loved her - I still do. It's 
killing me. Huti's right - I'm sick 
somehow, in here.

He taps his chest.

MICHAEL



(hard)
You’re just a drunk, Dad - just 
like your father, your grandfather - 
and you’ve step by step ruined 
everything around you - me 
especially. Thanks for nothing.

Michael looks ghostly - he turns to leave, then pivots back 
to face his father, his expression gaunt.

MICHAEL



I should have killed you, back 
then, back when you - raped Becky. 
I should have killed you dead.



Shaking with rage and loathing, he turns, stomps out of the 
house. We hear his car start up and drive off.



HUTI comes into the room - Gatlin glares at her.



GATLIN



He’s right. He’s right.

He goes over to the liquor cabinet, grabs bottles of alcohol, 
walks out onto the balcony.

EXT. BALCONY



GATLIN heaves the bottles over the side.

GATLIN



Fucking alcohol - out of my life!
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Huti comes up beside him comfortingly. He pushes her back - 
glares at her accusingly.



GATLIN



Out of my way - who are you - what 
have you done to me?



She steps back, shocked, as he goes for more bottles.

Her expression becomes progressively distant, estranged as he 
glares at her, throwing more bottles over the edge.



DISSOLVE TO:



EXT. PRISTINE CANYON - EARLY MORNING

There’s a roar on the soundtrack as MICHAEL comes walking 
fast along a trail, headed up a deep river canyon. The wind 
is picking up, clouds sail overhead - the weather is 
changing, blustery.



EXT. TOP OF WATERFALL IN CANYON

The sun is just rising as he arrives at the top of high 
falls. 



He stands there a long moment right on the edge, looking down 
over the fifty foot drop down to stones below.



He moves - leaps!

He falls downward - tumbling through the air in free-fall -

Then suddenly - he splashes head-first into the before-unseen 
small deep pool at the base of the falls.

EXT. BASE OF FALLS

MICHAEL comes gasping up for breath - his expression super-
charged.

FADE TO:



EXT. LAGOON SETTLEMENT - LATER THAT DAY



It's turned into a windy, cloudy, storm-coming afternoon by 
the beach. 
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Things seem somewhat back to normal in the community - 
there's a couple dozen Hawaiians at their various traditional 
chores, in and around the huts.

MICHAEL appears, comes walking through the settlement, 
without speaking to anyone. No one speaks to him either - 
tense vibes.



He comes upon LOKOKANI talking with MANU and several others. 
They fall silent. Jolted by Michael’s sudden presence - 
Lokokani stands up.



Michael looks around the settlement - looks back into 
Lokokani's eyes.



MICHAEL



Well. Looks good. Good.

Lokokani watches him closely as Michael looks across at the 
McGrabbin side.



Three men and a woman are busy constructing new bamboo houses 
on the rise where several of the old ones had been bulldozed 
down the day before.



MICHAEL



(evenly)



So, things carry on. You guys, you 
don’t give up.

Lokokani only nods.



MICHAEL



Rebecca, please - where is she?

For a moment, Lokokani almost says something, a negative 
emotion flashes across his face. But instead, he just nods 
slightly, points out toward the ocean.



EXT. GATLIN'S BALCONY - SAME TIME



GATLIN is watching through his telescope - he spies 
something.

EXT. THE OCEAN

Waves are picking up, it's getting more stormy - a squall is 
picking up off-shore.



There's a small outrigger canoe out on the ocean, with 
someone paddling strenuously - REBECCA.
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We come in close on her. She raises her eyes - sees MICHAEL 
on the beach - stops paddling a moment.



There's a strong current out there, but Michael heads into 
the surf, starts swimming with power out toward her.



She starts paddling again, but out to sea, away from him.



He’s determined, following her.

LOKOKANI comes down to the beach with his surf board, worried 
- stands there watching.



Rebecca stops paddling. Michael gains on her - finally 
reaches and takes hold of the side of the canoe.



MICHAEL



(gasping for breath)



I want - we need to talk - please.

EXT. BALCONY



We see what GATLIN is seeing - MICHAEL arguing from the water 
with REBECCA - more arguing. Then shouting and tears from 
Rebecca.

Michael gets angry at something she says - he pushes away 
from the canoe, starts swimming toward shore 100 yards away.

Rebecca, unseeing with emotions raging, turns her back, 
paddles even farther out to sea.

We see Gatlin's expression as he looks up from the telescope.

HUTI comes outside with a small portable TV.

HUTI
(concerned)



Storm's coming in - we'd better 
close the big doors.



GATLIN



(honest)



Huti, we need to talk.

HUTI
Oh?



GATLIN



You're going to hate me - but I've 
changed my mind, about the lagoon. 
About the whole thing maybe.
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She gets the most determined look on her face.



HUTI
Ah - but I suspected, you would 
become weak.



GATLIN



Goddamn, compassion's not weakness.

HUTI
(remaining calm)



Hear me closely - what we have 
agreed together, with your 
signature, you are going to accept. 
You signed the document and I am 
now in full control of that lagoon - 
both sides. Sorry, my weak 
American, but there is now no 
turning back.

She spins, walks into the house.

Rain starts pelting the balcony - ignoring it, Gatlin looks 
again through his telescope.



EXT. THE OCEAN DOWN BELOW



Wind is whipping at the ocean, rain pelting down. Gatlin 
moves his telescope frantically around - until he spies the 
canoe way out from shore, with Rebecca now paddling 
desperately to get back in.

Gatlin moves his telescope, searching the waves - finds 
MICHAEL swimming against the out-flowing current. 

And off to the side of Michael, there's something ominous - a 
sleek SHARK FIN.



EXT. BEACH

LOKOKANI is standing there, disturbed - suddenly he sees the 
SHARK swimming around MICHAEL.

Lokokani turns his head to where TAPO is standing thirty feet 
away, passively watching.



Lokokani hesitates just a second - then goes into action, 
leaping through the crashing waves with his long board, 
paddling like crazy out toward Michael.
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EXT. OCEAN

REBECCA gets caught in a sudden squall - nearly capsizes in 
the gusting wind - takes in water.



She bails like crazy - almost gets knocked overboard herself.

EXT. CLOSER IN TO SHORE

MICHAEL is gasping for air, nearly drowning - the SHARK is 
circling closer.



EXT. BEACH

TAPO is suddenly in action, doing a Hawaiian martial arts 
movement, aiming energy out toward the shark.

TAPO
Te mano, omo mai - mo'opuna, 
ho'omai . . .

EXT. OCEAN

MICHAEL is floundering, near drowning - the SHARK comes right 
at him.



We see underwater - as the shark bumps Michael's body hard 
with its nose, but doesn't bite.

LOKOKANI comes paddling through the squall, finds Michael - 
reaches to him, pulls him on top of the long board.



The SHARK makes another pass -  comes eye-ball to eye-ball 
with Michael and Lokokani.

EXT. BEACH

TAPO is continuing with his chant.



He sees the surfboard with MICHAEL and LOKOKANI, catching a 
giant wave - shooting in toward shore.



Lokokani pulls Michael up out of the wave. Michael is gasping 
for air, shouting -



MICHAEL



Becky - Becky!
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They run to higher ground to see over the breakers.



EXT. OCEAN

There's the canoe and REBECCA - she's trying to maneuver the 
canoe to catch a wave in.



She catches a giant wave - but she gets turned to the side.

She topples, the boat goes under - she goes under -



We're underwater with Rebecca - she’s losing consciousness.

LOKOKANI and MICHAEL go plunging into the giant surf - they 
flail around, get knocked under themselves.



The SHARK comes at her suddenly - but rather than biting, it 
pushes her upward with its nose, carrying her toward air, 
keeping her from drowning.

Lokokani and Michael get to her finally.

Another giant wave crashes over their heads and under they 
all go - there's a moment with no humans visible.

Lokokani and Michael come gasping to the surface - pulling 
Rebecca up with them. They struggle toward shore through the 
undertow.



EXT. BEACH

MICHAEL, LOKOKANI stagger out of the surf, carrying REBECCA.

All three of them crash down onto the wet sand, gasping in 
each other's arms, the rain pounding upon their bodies.



TAPO stands silently, looking down at them.



GLENNA and several HAWAIIANS come running to them, overjoyed 
to see them alive.

REBECCA and MICHAEL stand up - intensely aware of each other. 
Gasping, finally breaking beyond their emotional wounds, they 
come tight into each other's arms.



We're suddenly pulling way back and away.
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EXT. BALCONY



There stands GATLIN at his telescope, wind and rain blowing 
at him hard, drenched to the bone.



He turns away, struck to the quick by what he’s just seen.

GATLIN



Family ... family.

HUTI comes back outside, not knowing what he just witnessed.

HUTI
(stern)



Gatlin, come inside - stop this. 
Have a drink - get hold of 
yourself.

GATLIN



I'm going - down.

HUTI
No you are not.



GATLIN



(reacting)
You don't tell me what to do.



HUTI
Someone has to - you've obviously 
lost control.

GATLIN



I am still king in my castle!



HUTI
(quietly hitting)



You mean, our castle - my name is 
on the new deed also.

GATLIN



So - you've taken over everything.



HUTI
(cutting)

And for your own good - if it 
wasn't for me, you'd have already 
let them take everything you own. 
You have no more center, Gatlin - 
you've lost what it means to be a 
man.
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Gatlin is flaring with anger - coming at her -



GATLIN



You get out - get out!

HUTI
(threatening)



You so much as touch me and I'll 
sue you for every yen you have.

Barely controlling himself -



GATLIN



I should break your neck.



She glares right back at him.



HUTI
You don't have the power, even if 
you wanted to. You lost the last of 
your power the night you 
overpowered that helpless girl.

She holds his stare without flinching - then turns abruptly 
and walks inside.

For a moment he glowers at her. Then he turns - starts 
walking fast down the slippery side steps, out into the yard 
below, alongside the cliffs.



EXT. GARDENS



GATLIN comes face to face with the JAPANESE GARDENER. They 
don't speak a word, but some understanding passes between 
them. The gardener nods solemnly.



Gatlin takes off down the cliff trail - he slips - regains 
his footing, continues down.



The gardener watches him disappear in the rainstorm - then 
turns, heads toward the house.



CUT TO:



INT. REBECCA'S HUT

A YOUNG GIRL is sitting beside BABY KELI’IKOA, who's crying 
her heart out. The storm is penetrating the walls, things are 
getting wet - the girl throws a tarp over everything.
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REBECCA comes in fast, goes to her daughter - reaches and 
takes her in her arms, bringing out a breast to feed her.



GLENNA comes inside, sees the rain coming in.

MICHAEL comes in hesitantly.

EXT. BEACH

GATLIN comes stumbling blindly through the driving rain, 
headed for the lagoon.

He trips, falls - lays there with the rain pounding into his 
eyes a moment.

He gets up, starts walking again toward the lagoon.



INT. HUT

REBECCA raises her head, looks directly to MICHAEL. Her 
expression softens - there’s love in her eyes. 



REBECCA



(whispering to Michael)
Yes. Yours.



MICHAEL



(hesitating)



But - what about -

REBECCA



I know - she comes from you.



GLENNA looks on, overwhelmed with love for them - everyone's 
getting wet from the leaks. 



GLENNA



Listen, everyone - up to my house 
where it’s dry. Let's all cook, 
let's eat, let's have joy here once 
again.



Rebecca looks into her mother's eyes, then she melts against 
Michael with the baby in both their arms.

GLENNA



(to the girl)



Spread the word, I'll start the 
cooking - bring your instruments.
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EXT. BEACH

GATLIN comes through the rain and wind, arrives at the 
flooding lagoon - just in time to vaguely see people 
departing away from the settlement, up toward the big house.

He shouts to them - but no one sees or hears him.

EXT. ANOTHER HUT IN THE SETTLEMENT



LOKOKANI is talking angrily with several people.



TAPO comes up to Lokokani urgently - speaks to him but we 
can't hear what he says. 



They head off somewhere fast together.



EXT. OTHER SIDE OF LAGOON



GATLIN is wild, pacing up and down the flooding lagoon. 
Finally he leaps into the flood-water to swim across.

We stay on him as he struggles to swim - but he's being 
pulled fast downstream.

We can't keep up with him - he's swept down toward the outlet 
of the flooding river.

We see him in the distance, being swept off into the pounding 
surf.



He disappears into the ocean.



We hold a long time - no sign of life . . .



The sound of distant, upbeat Hawaiian music begins to 
penetrate the pounding surf and driving rain -



CUT TO:



INT. GLENNA'S HOUSE - LIVING ROOM



Everyone's coming into the house, musicians are beginning to 
play - people are laughing, drying each other off.

GLENNA comes out of the kitchen, goes over to REBECCA and 
takes the BABY from her arms.
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Rebecca turns, comes into MICHAEL'S arms. They share a 
passionate moment - look into each other's eyes - kiss.



CUT TO:



INT. GATLIN'S HOUSE - SAME TIME

We see HUTI walking calmly through the living room, carrying 
coffee. She's more centered than we've seen her before - in 
charge entirely.



EXT. BALCONY



HUTI walks out onto the BALCONY - stares off into the storm 
where Gatlin has gone. There's worry on her face - but she 
now throws aside her weakness.



HUTI
That man, what a fool. I can't take 
responsibility for him. I let go.



Tears well in her eyes - but she pushes them away.

INT. GATLIN'S HOUSE



HUTI comes walking inside, lost in thought. A SOUND in the 
house catches her ear. She suddenly freezes - tense.



HUTI
Who's that - Gatlin?



She listens - no response. She continues into the kitchen.

Suddenly - there's someone in the house with her - the 
JAPANESE GARDENER. He's standing across the room from her, 
just staring at her - almost menacingly.

HUTI
(trying to be light)



Oh, you frightened me. Please, 
secure the door as you go out.

But he doesn't move - he's spooky, staring at her.

HUTI
(as an order)



You may leave now - I wish to be 
alone.



Still, he doesn't move.
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HUTI
(shouting)

I say out - now!



He stares her down - she breaks, runs upstairs.



INT. OFFICE



HUTI slams the door shut - locks it from the inside.



HUTI
(to herself)



Insolent hired help!



She thinks a moment - listens, then relaxes, goes over to the 
book where she has hidden her contracts. She takes out the 
three contracts, looks with special pleasure upon them.



HUTI
So father, I have succeeded at 
least with the dream, if not with 
the love ... 

She turns, goes over to her desk, sits and opens a drawer - 
then glances up - gets the fright of her life.



Someone's in the room with her. We shift from her face to 
across the room. There stands - TAPO.



Huti stuffs the contracts into her bra - moves tensely around 
toward the door. TAPO makes absolutely no move at all.



She gets to the door, unlocks and opens it - dashes out into 
the hallway with a panicked gasp of escape.



INT. HALLWAY



HUTI runs wild down the hallway, around a corner - and right 
against the powerful masculine chest of - LOKOKANI.

Fearing for her life, she turns to run the other direction.

There's TAPO blocking her escape.



She freezes - screams bloody murder.

DISSOLVE TO:
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INT. GLENNA'S HOUSE - HALF AN HOUR LATER

The party is continuing, everybody's finishing up with 
eating, talking quietly, or just laying around, joking, 
relaxing -

MICHAEL and REBECCA approach GRANNY CROMME in her wheelchair. 
She takes their hands - there's something bursting to come 
out of her - a blessing - but she's mute.

Suddenly the front door bangs open - everyone looks.



There stands - an entirely, radically bedraggled GATLIN, 
bleeding from multiple cuts and abrasions.



MICHAEL is on his feet, aghast - coming over to him.



GATLIN



Son ...



MICHAEL



(giving in)



Pops.

Gatlin collapses down onto the rug, dripping wet, bloody. 
Rebecca is there - she lifts his head into her lap.



He's breathing hard, perhaps having a heart attack or dying 
of internal wounds - maybe not. He gasps - mutters urgently -

GATLIN



Tapo - where is Tapo?



Everybody looks around - no Tapo.



GATLIN



(vaguely)
You tell Tapo, tell him his shark - 
his shark should have eaten me. I 
did the worst, I gave Huti full 
control, it's all lost now - I 
should’a drowned out there.

TAPO suddenly is present in the group. He steps forward, 
comes over to Gatlin - bends formally, inspects the raw teeth 
marks on Gatlin's body.

He stands up, speaks with his formal authority - but with an 
edge of humor also.
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TAPO
Ah, my friends, come close, look at 
this - my own ancestors, spitting 
out a McGrabbin - too tough, too 
goddamn tough!

He laughs a joltingly light, funny laugh.

TAPO
Loko - where is that boy?



LOKOKANI steps forward hesitantly, comes over to Gatlin.



LOKOKANI
There is something, something I 
must tell you - now!



GATLIN



(contrite)
No, I gotta say it. I'm goddamn, 
goddamn sorry, that's all. I knew 
it, all along - the temple, the 
graves. All what happened, back 
then, nothing can wipe that away.



He looks around - sees Rebecca.

GATLIN



And you - what I did. Nobody can 
forgive me - all I wanted, was some 
love, some way to open up, inside.



Rebecca holds his gaze - nods to him softly.

LOKO
(determined)



Listen to me now - we all want to 
be free. And your apology, it 
doesn't do anything, it doesn’t 
change how we live inside our own 
hearts, if we can't somehow - 
forgive you.



He looks at Michael a short moment, then to Tapo, then to 
Rebecca - back to Gatlin.



LOKOKANI
I say, I do. We all gotta let it 
go, and I swear, I do man, I 
forgive you. You and your ancestors 
both - enough! Shark spits you up, 
that’s a good sign.
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There's a short moment of strong man-to-man eye contact.



HUTI walks into the room, accompanied by the JAPANESE 
GARDENER.



She looks internally broken but not abused. She stands a 
moment - then reaches, puts the three contracts on the table.

GATLIN



Huti.

HUTI
(shaky voice)



Alright then, you’re all emotional 
here, I don’t know - me too, I just 
give it all up. I don’t belong 
here. You’re all one way or 
another, natives. And me, I cry for 
my own island, I go home.



She looks a final time at Gatlin - ultimately disappointed, 
tears in her eyes. Then she turns and walks out.



There's a long frozen moment - in the middle of the silence, 
we hear solo Hawaiian steel guitar, then ukulele.

As CREDITS ROLL, the musicians begin to play the old-time 
Hawaiian tune Michael’s "Rebecca's Theme" is based on. A few, 
then more, start singing the words and harmonies together.

There's hugs and movement and spontaneous hula dancing. 
Michael sits at the piano and plays along with the Hawaiian 
musicians and dancers, with Rebecca at his side singing.



Gatlin bows his head. Glenna comes over to him, holds him 
gently in her arms, as others begin binding his wounds.



And the party continues!
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